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FICTION



WOLF HALL

Hilary Mantel

Winner of the Man Booker Prize

Shortlisted for the Orange Prize

Shortlisted for the Costa Novel Award

`Dizzyingly, dazzlingly good' Daily Mail

‘Our most brilliant English writer’ Guardian

England, the 1520s. Henry VIII is on the throne, but has no 

heir. Cardinal Wolsey is his chief advisor, charged with 

securing the divorce the pope refuses to grant. Into this 

atmosphere of distrust and need comes Thomas Cromwell, 

first as Wolsey's clerk, and later his successor.

Cromwell is a wholly original man: the son of a brutal 

blacksmith, a political genius, a briber, a charmer, a bully, a 

man with a delicate and deadly expertise in manipulating 

people and events. Ruthless in pursuit of his own interests, he 

is as ambitious in his wider politics as he is for himself. His 

reforming agenda is carried out in the grip of a self-interested 

parliament and a king who fluctuates between romantic 

passions and murderous rages.

From one of our finest living writers, Wolf Hall is that very rare 

thing: a truly great English novel, one that explores the 

intersection of individual psychology and wider politics. With a 

vast array of characters, and richly overflowing with incident, it 

peels back history to show us Tudor England as a half-made 

society, moulding itself with great passion and suffering and 

courage.

9780008366759 £20.00

March 05, 2020

Hardback

Historical Fiction

BRING UP THE BODIES
Hilary Mantel

9780008366766£20.00

March 05, 2020

Hardback

Historical Fiction

Winner of the Man Booker Prize 2012

Winner of the 2012 Costa Book of the Year

Shortlisted for the 2013 Women’s Prize for Fiction

‘Simply exceptional…I envy anyone who hasn’t yet read 

it’ Daily Mail

‘A gripping story of tumbling fury and terror’ Independent 

on Sunday

With this historic win for Bring Up the Bodies, Hilary Mantel 

becomes the first British author and the first woman to be 

awarded two Man Booker Prizes.

By 1535 Thomas Cromwell is Chief Minister to Henry VIII, his 

fortunes having risen with those of Anne Boleyn, the king’s 

new wife. But Anne has failed to give the king an heir, and 

Cromwell watches as Henry falls for plain Jane Seymour. 

Cromwell must find a solution that will satisfy Henry, 

safeguard the nation and secure his own career. But neither 

minister nor king will emerge unscathed from the bloody 

theatre of Anne’s final days.

An astounding literary accomplishment, Bring Up the Bodies is 

the story of this most terrifying moment of history, by one of 

our greatest living novelists.
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Q

Christina Dalcher

Elena Fairchild is a teacher at one of the state’s new elite schools. Her daughters are exactly like 

her: beautiful, ambitious, and perfect. A good thing, since the recent mandate that’s swept the 

country is all about perfection.

Now everyone must undergo routine tests for their quotient, Q, and any children who don’t 

measure up are placed into new government schools. Instead, teachers can focus on the gifted.

Elena tells herself it’s not about eugenics, not really, but when one of her daughters scores lower 

than expected and is taken away, she intentionally fails her own test to go with her.

But what Elena discovers is far more terrifying than she ever imagined…

Praise for Christina Dalcher:

‘This book will blow your mind.’ PRIMA

‘Intelligent, suspenseful, provocative, and intensely disturbing – everything a great novel should 

be.’ LEE CHILD

‘A novel ripe for the era of #MeToo.’ VANITY FAIR

‘Thought-provoking and set to dominate dinner party chats.’ COSMOPOLITAN

‘A dazzling debut.’ GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

‘A truly compulsive novel.’ STYLIST

‘Thought-provoking and thrilling. I was left speechless!’ WOMAN & HOME

‘The book of the moment!’ MARIE CLAIRE

9780008303341 £12.99

April 30, 2020

Hardback

HQ

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)
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JUST MY LUCK

Adele Parks

It’s the stuff dreams are made of – a lottery win so big, it changes everything.

For fifteen years, Lexi and Jake have played the same six numbers with their friends, the Pearsons 

and the Heathcotes. Over dinner parties, fish & chip suppers and summer barbecues, they’ve 

discussed the important stuff – the kids, marriages, jobs and houses – and they’ve laughed off 

their disappointment when they failed to win anything more than a tenner.  

But then, one Saturday night, the unthinkable happens. There’s a rift in the group. Someone 

doesn’t tell the truth. And soon after, six numbers come up which change everything forever.

Lexi and Jake have a ticket worth £18 million. And their friends are determined to claim their share 

of it.

Number 1 Sunday Times bestseller Adele Parks returns with a riveting look at the dark side of 

wealth in this gripping take on friendship, money and betrayal, and good luck gone bad…

Praise for Lies Lies Lies:

'Gripping, moving and elegantly written' Marian Keyes

‘Brilliant, moving and deeply satisfying, Parks is the queen of the domestic dark side’ Veronica 

Henry

‘Completely addictive… superbly drawn. Fabulous’  Ruth Jones

‘An utterly gripping, dark, addictive read, with characters so real, and an emotional punch so hard it 

left me a little winded. A brilliant page turner!’ Alice Feeney

9780008386139 £12.99

May 14, 2020

Hardback

HQ

Thriller / Suspense



GIORDANO BRUNO (6) – EXECUTION

S. J. Parris
The No. 1 Sunday Times bestselling series.

The new book in S. J. Parris’s bestselling, critically acclaimed series following Giordano Bruno, set 

at the time of Queen Elizabeth I.

England, 1586.

A TREASONOUS CONSPIRACY

Giordano Bruno, a heretic turned spy, arrives in England with shocking information for spymaster 

Sir Francis Walsingham. A band of Catholic Englishmen are plotting to kill Queen Elizabeth and 

spring Mary Queen of Scots from prison to take the English throne in her place.

A DEADLY TRAP

Bruno is surprised to find that Walsingham is aware of the plot, led by the young, wealthy noble 

Anthony Babington, and is allowing it to progress. He hopes that Mary will put her support in 

writing – and condemn herself to a traitor's death.

A QUEEN IN MORTAL DANGER

Bruno is tasked with going undercover to join the conspirators. Can he stop them before he is 

exposed? Either way a queen will die; Bruno must make sure it is the right one…

Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and Hilary Mantel

Praise for S. J. Parris:

‘A delicious blend of history and thriller’ The Times

‘An omnipresent sense of danger’ Daily Mail

9780007481293 £14.99

April 30, 2020

Hardback

HarperCollins

Crime & Mystery



POSTSCRIPT

Cecelia Ahern

The long-awaited sequel to the international bestseller PS, I Love You!

It's been seven years since Holly Kennedy's husband died – six since she read his final letter, 

urging Holly to find the courage to forge a new life.

She’s proud of all the ways in which she has grown and evolved. But when a group inspired by 

Gerry's letters, calling themselves the PS, I Love You Club, approaches Holly asking for help, she 

finds herself drawn back into a world that she worked so hard to leave behind.

Reluctantly, Holly begins a relationship with the club, even as their friendship threatens to destroy 

the peace she believes she has achieved. As each of these people calls upon Holly to help them 

leave something meaningful behind for their loved ones, Holly will embark on a remarkable journey 

– one that will challenge her to ask whether embracing the future means betraying the past, and 

what it means to love someone forever…

9780008194901 £8.99

April 30, 2020

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)



A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE – FIRE AND BLOOD

George R.R. Martin

Set 300 years before the events in A Song of Ice and Fire, FIRE AND BLOOD is the definitive 

history of the Targaryens in Westeros as told by Archmaester Gyldayn, and chronicles the 

conquest that united the Seven Kingdoms under Targaryen rule through to the Dance of the 

Dragons: the Targaryen civil war that nearly ended their dynasty forever.

The thrilling history of the Targaryens comes to life in this masterly work by the author of A Song of 

Ice and Fire, the inspiration for HBO’s Game of Thrones.

With all the fire and fury fans have come to expect from internationally bestselling author George 

R.R. Martin, this is the first volume of the definitive two-part history of the Targaryens in Westeros.

Centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones, House Targaryen – the only family of 

dragonlords to survive the Doom of Valyria – took up residence on Dragonstone. Fire and Blood 

begins their tale with the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne, and goes on 

to recount the generations of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seat, all the way up to the 

civil war that nearly tore their dynasty apart.

What really happened during the Dance of the Dragons? Why was it so deadly to visit Valyria after 

the Doom? What were Maegor the Cruel’s worst crimes? What was it like in Westeros when 

dragons ruled the skies? These are but a few of the questions answered in this essential chronicle, 

as related by a learned maester of the Citadel, and featuring more than eighty all-new black-and-

white illustrations by artist Doug Wheatley.

With all the scope and grandeur of Gibbon’s The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman 

Empire, Fire and Blood is the ultimate game of thrones, giving readers a whole new appreciation 

for the dynamic, often bloody, and always fascinating history of Westeros.

9780008402785 £8.99

May 05, 2020

B-format paperback

HarperVoyager

Fantasy



THE MOTION OF THE BODY THROUGH SPACE

Lionel Shriver

From the Orange Prize-winning author of We Need to Talk About Kevin

Allergic to group activities of any kind, all her life Serenata has run, swum, and cycled – on her 

lonesome. But now that she’s hit 60, all that physical activity has destroyed her knees. As she 

contemplates surgery with dread, her previously sedentary husband Remington, recently and 

ignominiously redundant, chooses this precise moment to discover exercise.

Which should be good for his health, right? Yet as he joins the cult of fitness that seems 

increasingly to consume the whole of the Western world, her once-modest husband burgeons into 

an unbearable narcissist. Ignoring all his other obligations in the service of extreme sport, he 

engages a saucy, taunting personal trainer named Bambi, who treats his wife with contempt. When 

Remington announces his intention to compete in a legendarily gruelling triathlon, MettleMan, 

Serenata is sure he's going to end up injured or dead – but the stubbornness of an ageing man in 

Lycra is not to be underestimated.

The story of an obsession, of a marriage, of a betrayal: The Motion of the Body Through Space is 

Lionel Shriver at her hilarious, sharp-eyed, audacious best.

9780007560783 £16.99

May 07, 2020

Hardback

The Borough Press

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)



ANTKIND: A NOVEL

Charlie Kaufman

The bold and boundlessly original debut novel from the Oscar®-winning screenwriter of Being 

John Malkovich, Adaptation, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, and Synecdoche, New York.

B. Rosenberger Rosenberg, neurotic and underappreciated film critic (failed academic, filmmaker, 

paramour, shoe salesman who sleeps in a sock drawer), stumbles upon a hitherto unseen film by 

an enigmatic outsider—a film he’s convinced will change his career trajectory and rock the world of 

cinema to its core. His hands on what is possibly the greatest movie ever made, a three-month-

long stop-motion masterpiece that took its reclusive auteur ninety years to complete, B. knows that 

it is his mission to show it to the rest of humanity. The only problem: The film is destroyed, leaving 

him the sole witness to its inadvertently ephemeral genius.

All that’s left of this work of art is a single frame from which B. must somehow attempt to recall the 

film that just might be the last great hope of civilization. Thus begins a mind-boggling journey 

through the hilarious nightmarescape of a psyche as lushly Kafkaesque as it is atrophied by the 

relentless spew of Twitter. Desperate to impose order on an increasingly nonsensical existence, 

trapped in a self-imposed prison of aspirational victimhood and degeneratively inclusive language, 

B. scrambles to re-create the lost masterwork while attempting to keep pace with an ever-

fracturing culture of “likes” and arbitrary denunciations that are simultaneously his bête noire and 

his raison d’être.

A searing indictment of the modern world, Antkind is a richly layered meditation on art, time, 

memory, identity, comedy, and the very nature of existence itself—the grain of truth at the heart of 

every joke.

9780008319533 £14.99

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Fourth Estate

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)



THE FALL OF GONDOLIN

J. R. R. Tolkien, Alan Lee, Christopher Tolkien
Painstakingly restored from Tolkien’s manuscripts and presented for the first time as a standalone 

work, the epic tale of The Fall of Gondolin will reunite fans of The Hobbit and The Lord of the 

Rings with Elves and Men, Balrogs, Dragons and Orcs and the rich landscape and creatures 

unique to Tolkien’s Middle-earth.

In the Tale of The Fall of Gondolin are two of the greatest powers in the world. There is Morgoth of 

the uttermost evil, unseen in this story but ruling over a vast military power from his fortress of 

Angband. Deeply opposed to Morgoth is Ulmo, second in might only to Manwë, chief of the Valar.

Central to this enmity of the gods is the city of Gondolin, beautiful but undiscoverable. It was built 

and peopled by Noldorin Elves who, when they dwelt in Valinor, the land of the gods, rebelled 

against their rule and fled to Middle-earth. Turgon King of Gondolin is hated and feared above all 

his enemies by Morgoth, who seeks in vain to discover the marvellously hidden city, while the gods 

in Valinor in heated debate largely refuse to intervene in support of Ulmo's desires and designs.

Into this world comes Tuor, cousin of Túrin, the instrument of Ulmo's designs. Guided unseen by 

him Tuor sets out from the land of his birth on the fearful journey to Gondolin, and in one of the 

most arresting moments in the history of Middle-earth the sea-god himself appears to him, rising 

out of the ocean in the midst of a storm. In Gondolin he becomes great; he is wedded to Idril, 

Turgon's daughter, and their son is Eärendel, whose birth and profound importance in days to 

come is foreseen by Ulmo.

At last comes the terrible ending. Morgoth learns through an act of supreme treachery all that he 

needs to mount a devastating attack on the city, with Balrogs and dragons and numberless Orcs. 

After a minutely observed account of the fall of Gondolin, the tale ends with the escape of Tuor and 

Idril, with the child Eärendel, looking back from a cleft in the mountains as they flee southward, at 

the blazing wreckage of their city. They were journeying into a new story, the Tale of Eärendel, 

which Tolkien never wrote, but which is sketched out in this book from other sources.

9780008302801 £8.99

April 30, 2020

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Fantasy



9780008376116

9780008376123 9780008376130

9780008376147 9780008376109

The Hobbit & The Lord of the 

Rings Boxed Set*The Return of the King

The Fellowship of the Ring The Two Towers

The Hobbit

£25.00

£25.00

£25.00£25.00

£100.00

Beautiful Hardbacks with new-design jackets, featuring 

illustrations from Alan Lee
Publishing May 14, 2020

* Jacket for the boxed set to be confirmed.



The Secrets of 

Sunshine

Phaedra Patrick

9780008237677

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Adult & Contemporary 

Romance

£7.99

‘A wonderfully hope-filled story’ Sarah Haywood, bestselling author of The Cactus

A single father gets an unexpected second chance at love in the heart-warming new novel from the 

bestselling author of The Library of Lost and Found.

Single dad Mitchell Fisher has said a firm goodbye to romance. He relishes his job cutting off the 

padlocks that couples fasten to his hometown’s famous ‘love story’ bridge. Only his young daughter 

Poppy knows that behind his prickly veneer, Mitchell is deeply lonely – and he still grieves the loss of 

her mother.

Then one hot summer’s day, everything changes when Mitchell bravely rescues a woman who falls 

from the bridge into the river. He’s surprised to feel an unexpected connection to her, but then she 

disappears. Desperate to find the mysterious woman, Mitchell teams up with her spirited sister Liza to 

see if she’s left any clues behind. There’s just one – a secret message on the padlock she left on love 

story bridge…

Brimming with Phaedra Patrick’s signature charm and a sparkling cast of characters, The 

Secrets of Sunshine follows one man’s journey to unlock his heart and discover new beginnings 

in the unlikeliest places.

The Deathless Trilogy 

(2) – The Ruthless

Peter Newman

9780008229061

April 30, 2020

B-format paperback

Fantasy

£8.99

Return to a world of crystal armour, savage wilderness, and corrupt dynasties in book two of The 

Deathless series from Gemmell award-winning author Peter Newman.

THE REBEL

For years, Vasin Sapphire has been waiting for the perfect opportunity to strike. Now, as other 

Deathless families come under constant assault from the monsters that roam the Wild, that time has 

come.

THE RUTHLESS

In the floating castle of Rochant Sapphire, loyal subjects await the ceremony to return their ruler to his 

rightful place. But the child raised to give up his body to Lord Rochant is no ordinary servant. Strange 

and savage, he will stop at nothing to escape his gilded prison.

AND THE RETURNED…

Far below, another child yearns to see the human world. Raised by a creature of the Wild, he knows 

their secrets better than any other. As he enters into the struggle between the Deathless houses, he 

may be the key to protecting their power or destroying it completely.

THE WILD HAS BEGUN TO RISE



Book of the Ice (1) –

The Girl and the Stars

Mark Lawrence

9780008284756

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Fantasy

£16.99

From the critically-acclaimed author of PRINCE OF THORNS and RED SISTER comes a chilling new 

epic fantasy series.

'If you like dark you will love Mark Lawrence. And when the light breaks through and it all makes sense, 

the contrast is gorgeous' ROBIN HOBB

East of the Black Rock, out on the ice, lies a hole down which broken children are thrown

On the vastness of the ice there is no room for individuals. No one survives alone.

To resist the cold, to endure the months of night when even the air itself begins to freeze, requires a 

special breed. Variation is dangerous, difference is fatal. And Yaz is different.

Torn from her family, from the boy she thought she would spend her life with, Yaz has to carve a new 

path for herself in a world whose existence she never suspected. A world full of danger.

Beneath the ice, Yaz will learn that Abeth is older and stranger than she had ever imagined.

She will learn that her weaknesses are another kind of strength. And she will learn to challenge the 

cruel arithmetic of survival that has always governed her people.

Only when it's darkest can you see the stars.

My Lies, Your Lies

Susan Lewis

9780008286835

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

Don’t miss the new book from the Sunday Times bestseller, Susan Lewis – available to pre-order now!

‘A compelling, timely mystery’ bestselling author, Lisa Ballantyne

‘You'll be surprised and captivated right to the end!' Irish Times bestselling author, Carmel Harrington

His life was destroyed by a lie.

Her life will be ruined by the truth.

Joely tells other people’s secrets for a living. As a ghost writer, she’s used to scandal – but this just 

might be her strangest assignment yet.

Freda has never told her story to anyone before. But now she’s ready to set the record straight and to 

right a wrong that’s haunted her for forty years.

Freda’s memoir begins with a 15-year-old girl falling madly in love with her teacher. It ends in a way 

Joely could never possibly have imagined.

As the story unravels, Joely is spun deeper into a world of secrets and lies. Delving further into Freda’s 

past, Joely’s sure she can uncover the truth… But does she want to?



So Lucky

Dawn O’Porter

9780008126100

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

Fearless, frank and for anyone who’s ever doubted themselves, So Lucky is the straight-talking new 

novel from the Sunday Times bestseller.

IS ANYONE’S LIFE . . .

Beth shows that women really can have it all.

Ruby lives life by her own rules.

And then there’s Lauren, living the dream.

AS PERFECT AS IT LOOKS?

Beth hasn’t had sex in a year.

Ruby feels like she’s failing.

Lauren’s happiness is fake news.

And it just takes one shocking event to make the truth come tumbling out…

A Sherlock Holmes 

Adventure – The 

Devil’s Due
Bonnie MacBird

9780008195106

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£8.99

After Art in the Blood and Unquiet Spirits, Holmes and Watson are back in the third of Bonnie MacBird’s 

critically acclaimed Sherlock Holmes Adventures, written in the tradition of Conan Doyle himself.

It’s 1890 and the newly famous Sherlock Holmes faces his worst adversary to date – a diabolical villain 

bent on destroying some of London’s most admired public figures in particularly gruesome ways. A 

further puzzle is that suicide closely attends each of the murders. As he tracks the killer through vast 

and seething London, Holmes finds himself battling both an envious Scotland Yard and a critical press 

as he follows a complex trail from performers to princes, anarchists to aesthetes. But when his brother 

Mycroft disappears, apparently the victim of murder, even those loyal to Holmes begin to wonder how 

close to the flames he has travelled. Has Sherlock Holmes himself made a deal with the devil?



Colter Shaw Thriller (2) 

– The Goodbye Man

Jeffery Deaver

9780008303785

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Thriller / Suspense

£20.00

The gripping new thriller from the No.1 Sunday Times bestseller Jeffery Deaver

In pursuit of two young men accused of terrible hate crimes, Colter Shaw stumbles upon a clue to 

another mystery. In an effort to save the life of a young woman—and possibly others—he travels to the 

wilderness of Washington State to investigate a mysterious organization. Is it a community that 

consoles the bereaved? Or a dangerous cult under the sway of a captivating leader? As he peels back 

the layers of truth, Shaw finds that some people will stop at nothing to keep their secrets hidden.

All the while, Shaw must unravel an equally deadly enigma: locating and deciphering a message 

hidden by his father years ago, just before his death—a message that will have life-and-death 

consequences.

One Year of Ugly

Caroline Mackenzie

9780008347079

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

The most raucous debut of 2020 - It was Aunt Celia who got us into the whole mess. The entire 

Palacios family thrust smack into the middle of a crime ring.

Having escaped crumbling, socialist Venezuela the illegal way (who needs residency permits when you 

know a guy with a boat?), Yola Palacios and her family are settling into their new under-the-radar life in 

Trinidad.

But when the formidable* Aunt Celia dies, the Palacios discover that she’s been keeping one hell of a 

secret. She’s seriously in debt to a local criminal called Ugly, a debt that is now theirs to repay.

He might dress like David Bowie, but Ugly’s business style is pure Pablo Escobar. What he says, the 

Palacios must do, otherwise: big trouble.

Ugly’s right-hand man Román is tasked with keeping an eye on the family but Yola can barely keep her 

eyes off him. Forbidden fruit is the original aphrodisiac, and when Yola and Román fall in lust, even 

bigger trouble is on the horizon…

Told with raw, acid humour, One Year of Ugly is a story of family, first love and finding home. A 

blisteringly fresh take on the migrant experience in a less-than-sunny corner of the Caribbean, and a 

poignant reminder that no matter what form of ugly crosses your path, there’s always a way to laugh 

through it.

*family bitch



Scabby Queen

Kirstin Innes

9780008342296

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

Three days before her fifty-first birthday, Clio Campbell – one-hit-wonder, political activist, life-long-love 

and one-night-stand – kills herself in her friend Ruth’s spare bedroom. And, as practical as she is, Ruth 

doesn’t know what to do. Or how to feel. Because knowing and loving Clio Campbell was never 

straightforward.

To Neil, she was his great unrequited love. He’d known it since their days on picket lines as teenagers. 

Now she’s a sentence in his email inbox: Remember me well.

The media had loved her as a sexy young starlet, but laughed her off as a ranting spinster as she aged. 

But with news of her suicide, Clio Campbell is transformed into a posthumous heroine for politically 

chaotic times.

Stretching over five decades, taking in the miners’ strikes to Brexit and beyond; hopping between a tiny 

Scottish island, a Brixton anarchist squat, the bloody Genoa G8 protests, the poll tax riots and Top of 

the Pops, Scabby Queen is a portrait of a woman who refuses to compromise, told by her friends and 

lovers, enemies and fans.

As word spreads of what Clio has done, half a century of memories, of pain and of joy are wrenched to 

the surface. Those who loved her, those who hated her, and those that felt both ways at once, are 

forced to ask one question: Who was Clio Campbell?

Dublin Palms

Hugo Hamilton

9780008128135

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

The palm trees give the street a holiday atmosphere. There must be something in the soil they like. 

They have straight leaves that get a bit ragged, with split ends. At night you hear them rattling in the 

wind.

The he narrator of Dublin Palms has returned to Dublin to set up home with his partner Helen and their 

two children. Their lives are filled with optimism, but also a sense of dislocation. Overshadowed by the 

Troubles in the North, their family enterprise begins to come apart. As the creditors line up to be paid, 

they must consider leaving everything behind. What will they gain when they stand to lose all?

In this spectacular novel from the author of The Speckled People, a family tries to hold on in a falling 

world. It is a powerful story of fragmentation and belonging, of emigrants and people returning home.



Marilyn and Me

Ji-min Lee

9780008322359

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

A gripping and heartwrenching novel of damage and survival, grief and unexpected solace, Marilyn and 

Me is a fascinating – and timely – insight into an extraordinary time and place

How do you translate the present, when you can't let go of the past?

It is the winter of 1954 and in the rubble-strewn aftermath of the Korean war Marilyn Monroe has come 

to Seoul to perform to the US soldiers stationed there. Incongruous in her silk dress and flawless 

makeup, she sings of seduction and love, dazzling battle-scarred Americans and Koreans alike.

Alice, the woman chosen to be Marilyn’s translator, was once Kim Ae-sun, before her name was stolen 

from her – along with so much else – by the war. With her prematurely grey hair, her fraying lace gloves 

and the memories that will engulf her if she lets them, Alice works as a typist for the US military. It is a 

job that has enabled her to survive, and to forget.

As they travel across the country, over the four days of Marilyn’s tour, the two women begin to form an 

unlikely friendship. But when Alice becomes embroiled in a sting operation involving the entrapment of 

a Communist spy she is forced to confront the past she has been trying so hard to escape.



THE SILVER WYRM (1) –

THE GOLD FALCON

KATHARINE KERR

9780008287566

APRIL 30, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE SILVER WYRM (2) –

THE SPIRIT STONE

KATHARINE KERR

9780008287573

APRIL 30, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE SILVER WYRM (3) –

THE SHADOW ISLE

KATHARINE KERR

9780008287580

APRIL 30, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE SILVER WYRM (4) –

THE SILVER MAGE

KATHARINE KERR

9780008287597

APRIL 30, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99



THE TROY QUARTET (1) – A 

PRINCE OF TROY

LINDSAY CLARKE

9780008371043

MAY 14, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE TROY QUARTET (2) –

THE WAR AT TROY

LINDSAY CLARKE

9780008371067

MAY 14, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE TROY QUARTET (3) –

THE SPOILS OF TROY

LINDSAY CLARKE

9780008371081

MAY 14, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE TROY QUARTET (4) –

THE RETURN FROM TROY

LINDSAY CLARKE

9780008371104

MAY 14, 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99



ONE ITALIAN SUMMER

LORI NELSON SPIELMAN

9780008318062

APRIL 30, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

SUMMER ON A SUNNY 

ISLAND

SUE MOORCROFT

9780008321826

APRIL 30, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

VERY NEARLY NORMAL

HANNAH SUNDERLAND

9780008365707

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

GOODNIGHT SWEETHEART

PAM WEAVER

9780008366193

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE FORGOTTEN SISTER

NICOLA CORNICK

9780008278496

APRIL 30, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

DARK CORNERS

DARREN O’SULLIVAN

9780008342012

APRIL 30, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

HIS AND HERS

ALICE FEENEY

9780008370947

APRIL 30, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE SUMMER VILLA

MELISSA HILL

9780008217181

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

MATTHEW QUIRK

9780062875495
04 29 2020

HARDBACK

£20.00

LORD HOLT TAKES A BRIDE

VIVIENNE LORRET

9780062976598

MARCH 23, 2020
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK
£6.99

£7.99



LITTLE WONDERS

KATE RORICK

9780062877215

MARCH 23, 2020
04 30 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

SHAPE OF FAMILY

SHILPI SOMAYA GOWDA

9780062933225

OCTOBER 21, 2019
HARDBACK

£20.00

SEA OF LOST GIRLS

CAROL GOODMAN

9780062852021

FEBRUARY 24, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

SARAH TARKOFF

9780062456427
05 14 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

EARL TAKES A FANCY

LORRAINE HEATH

9780062951908

MARCH 23, 2020
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

MAYA RODALE

9780062838841
05 14 2020

MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

TOUGH TALKING COWBOY

JENNIFER RYAN

9780062851925

MARCH 23, 2020
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

CASE CLOSED #2: STOLEN 

FROM THE STUDIO

LAUREN MAGAZINER

9780062676313

APRIL 20, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

YORK: THE CLOCKWORK 

GHOST

LAURA RUBY

9780062306975

APRIL 20, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

THE ISLAND

BEN MCPHERSON

9780007569649

APRIL 30, 2020
HARDBACK

£16.99



THE LAST ROMANTICS

TARA CONKLIN

9780008323363

APRIL 30, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE SILENCE

SUSAN ALLOTT

9780008361303

APRIL 30, 2020
HARDBACK

£14.99

AN ORPHAN’S PROMISE

CATHY SHARP

9780008387617

APRIL 30, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE CORNISH CREAM TEA 

SUMMER – THE CORNISH 

CREAM TEA SUMMER

CRESSIDA MCLAUGHLIN

9780008333478

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

MISS GRAHAM’S COLD WAR 

COOKBOOK

CELIA REES

9780008347116

MAY 14, 2020
HARDBACK

£12.99

DARWATH TRILOGY (1) – THE 

TIME OF THE DARK

BARBARA HAMBLY

9780008378684

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

DARWATH TRILOGY (2) – THE 

WALLS OF AIR

BARBARA HAMBLY

9780008378714

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

DARWATH TRILOGY (3) – THE 

ARMIES OF DAYLIGHT

BARBARA HAMBLY

9780008378745

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

WILD CARDS – THREE KINGS

GEORGE R. R. MARTIN

9780008361488

MAY 14, 2020
HARDBACK

£20.00

Jacket to 

be 

revealed

SYRIE JAMES

9780062849717
04 30 2020

MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99



TODD ROSE, OGI OGAS

9780063000247
05 13 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99



REISSUES



BBC ADAPTATION OF THE PALE HORSE

The Pale Horse [TV tie-in edition]

Agatha Christie

9780008378530

February 06, 2020

Paperback

£8.99

The Pale Horse

Agatha Christie

9780008196387

March 23, 2017

Paperback

£8.99

The BBC adaptation will air in February 2020 – 9th February 2020 to 
be exact! 

The adaptation is written by Sarah Phelps, who has written all the 
recent Christie BBC adaptations, and stars Rufus Sewell (opposite). 

To celebrate, we have a lovely film tie-in edition of The Pale Horse, 
featuring Rufus Sewell on the jacket. 

We also have our classically stunning purple edition too!



THE FILM EVENT OF  

THE  AUTUMN

• Murder on the Orient Express was a major success with 

a global box office taking of $350 million – and 

over 200,000 books sold across our territories

• Death on the Nile is the second most popular 

Christie title after Murder on the Orient Express 

• Featuring a star studded cast including Gal Gadot, 

Armie Hammer and French & Saunders

UK RELEASE DATE OCTOBER 9TH

2020



POIROT – DEATH ON THE NILE

Agatha Christie

Agatha Christie’s most exotic murder mystery, reissued with a striking new cover designed to 

appeal to the latest generation of Agatha Christie fans and book lovers.

The tranquillity of a cruise along the Nile is shattered by the discovery that Linnet Ridgeway has 

been shot through the head. She was young, stylish and beautiful, a girl who had everything – until 

she lost her life.

Hercule Poirot recalls an earlier outburst by a fellow passenger: ‘I’d like to put my dear little pistol 

against her head and just press the trigger.’ Yet in this exotic setting’ nothing is ever quite what it 

seems…

9780007527557 £8.99

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Classic Crime

STOP 
PRESS!



Stuart MacBride

9780007419456

April 30, 2020

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£8.99

The second crime thriller in the No.1 bestselling Logan McRae series from Stuart 

MacBride.

Even the darkest crimes will come to light…

It’s summertime in the Granite City: the sun is shining, the sky is blue and people 

are dying…

It begins with Rosie Williams, stripped naked and beaten to death down by the docks –

the heart of Aberdeen’s red light district. For DS Logan McRae it’s a bad start to another 

bad day.

Rosie won’t be the only one making an unscheduled trip to the mortuary. Across the city 

six people are burning to death in a petrol-soaked squat, the doors and windows screwed 

shut from the outside.

And despite Logan’s best efforts, it’s not long before another dead woman turns up on the 

slab…

LOGAN MCRAE (2) – DYING LIGHT



THE MAGICIAN’S ASSISTANT

ANN PATCHETT

9781857028157

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

TAFT

ANN PATCHETT

9781841150499

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£11.99

THE PATRON SAINT OF 

LIARS

ANN PATCHETT

9781841150505

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£11.99

BEL CANTO

ANN PATCHETT

9781841155838

MAY 14, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

All Previous 
Jackets –

New Jackets 
to be 

Confirmed

TRUTH AND BEAUTY

ANN PATCHETT

9780007196784

AUGUST 01, 2005
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99



NON-FICTION



I LOVE LEOPARD

Emma Bastow

The essential guide to fashion’s favourite print.

Since Christian Dior first brought leopard print to the catwalk in 1947, it has earned a cult following. 

Popularised by everyone from 1940s screen sirens to pop goddesses and Instagram stars, the 

print has undergone numerous incarnations in the fashion world and has earned a reputation for 

being daring, bold and rebellious. This unique and fun illustrated gift book celebrates all things 

leopard, from fashion to food and everything in between.

Full of gorgeous yet fierce, colourful illustrations throughout, I Love Leopard includes everything 

you could ever want to know about this iconic pattern, all in a covetable, leopard-print package!

CONTENTS:

•• Introduction: a brief history of leopard print 

• Leopard Fashion: from punk to the catwalk and everything in between 

• Leopard Eats: leopard print cakes, cookies & breads 

• Leopard Philosophy: quotes, tips & inspiration 

• Leopard Fun: fun facts about leopards/leopard print

9780008381011 £8.99

February 06, 2020

Hardback

HarperCollins

Gift Books

STOP 
PRESS!



I LOVE LEOPARD - SPREADS



The Batch Lady POS pack

Each contains:

20 recipe cards

2 x bunting

ISBN: 9780007980673

Images to follow.

PUBLISHING 05 MARCH 2020



YOU’RE MUM

Liz Climo

From bestselling author Liz Climo comes You’re Mum, a hilarious and relatable ode to 

motherhood.

Mums: they are there for us through the good, the bad, the scary, the sticky and everything in 

between. They also read us a lot of picture books along the way, and now there’s a picture book 

just for them.

With more than a hundred original drawings, You’re Mum is a book for the new mum, the 

seasoned mum, anyone in a mum-like role, and anyone who has ever loved a mum. It’s a short 

and sweet thank-you to those taking on the challenging role of parenting – which means you can 

read it and then hopefully get some sleep!

9780008402044 £9.99

March 19, 2020

Hardback

HarperCollins

Cartoons & Comic Strips

STOP 
PRESS!



BEAUTIFUL INSERTS FROM YOU’RE MUM





MBS: THE RISE TO POWER OF MOHAMMED

BIN SALMAN
Ben Hubbard

The gripping, untold story of how Saudi Arabia's secretive and mercurial new ruler rose 

to power.

Even in his youth as a prince among thousands of princes, Mohammed bin Salman nurtured 

sweeping ambitions. He wanted power – enough of it to reshape his hyper-conservative, 

insular Islamic kingdom.

When his elderly father took the throne in 2015, MBS got his chance. As the hands-on-ruler, he 

made seismic changes, working doggedly to overhaul the kingdom's economy, loosen its strict 

Islamic social codes and confront nearby enemies, especially Iran. His vision initially won fans 

at home and abroad as he convinced other nations that the moment had come to bet big on 

Saudi Arabia. Over time, however, the sheen of the visionary young reformer has tarnished, 

leaving many wondering whether MBS is actually an aspiring dictator whose lack of experience 

and rash decisions are destabilizing the world's most volatile region.

Based on years of reporting and hundreds of covert interviews, MBS provides new insights into 

Saudi Arabia’s catastrophic military intervention in Yemen, the bizarre detention of the 

Lebanese prime minister, the surprise arrest of hundreds of princes and businessmen, and the 

greatest scandal of the young prince's rise: the brutal murder of Saudi journalist Jamal 

Khashoggi by Saudi state officials with links to MBS – a crime that shocked the world.

A riveting portrait of a determined autocrat on the rise, MBS asks how one man’s actions and 

obsessions are shaking the Middle East.

9780008340551 £20.00

March 19, 2020

Hardback

Biography: World Leaders

STOP 
PRESS!



SKINCARE

Caroline Hirons

Straight-talking advice from the Skincare Queen

Caroline Hirons is the authority in skincare – and for the first time, she’s sharing her knowledge 

with the world. With over 100 million views of her blog and over 13 million views of her YouTube 

videos, she cuts out the jargon, tells you want you do and don’t need, and is finally going to get the 

nation off face wipes for good!

Skincare is the go-to book for people of all ages and skin types who want to feel and look fantastic. 

It explains the facts, the myths and the best way to get good skin – on any budget. With everything 

from Caroline’s signature cheat sheets, simple tips and tricks to glow (inside and out!) 

understanding ingredients lists, and advice on how to choose the products that are right for you, 

this is the ultimate guide to healthier, brighter skin.

9780008375522 £20.00

April 30, 2020

Hardback

HQ

Cosmetics, Hair & Beauty



skinCARE will be for everyone, no matter their age, skin type or skin conditions and will cover 
everything you need to know for clearer, healthier, glowing skin.

Written in Caroline’s trade mark, straight talking, no nonsense approach, this guide will cut out 
all the jargon, give clear instructions on what to do, what to avoid doing, what you will need, 
both expensive and cheap options to suit different skin types no matter what your budget and 
will hopefully get the nation off facewipes for good.

‘THE SKIN CARE GURU’ EVENING STANDARD

A globally qualified advanced aesthetician, Caroline is trained in over 
100 brands, spanning high end to high street, and has developed 
training programmes, customer service etiquette and bespoke facials 
for major brands and retailers within the skincare sector.

Has 35 years’ experience in skincare retail. For the last 10 years, she’s 
been working as an advisory consultant to brand owners and all 
major beauty corporations, giving her unrivalled knowledge of the 
industry

Started her eponymous blog in 2010, talking about the industry she 
loves and her YouTube channel has been watched over 13 million 
times. She has an obsessively engaged, loyal following on her social 
channels. This community 
generates such power that when she recommends a product, it often 
sells out worldwide within hours.

With over 100 million views to her blog and 13 million views of her YouTube videos, there 
is no one who knows the Industry or skincare better than Caroline Hirons



9780007983131  - Skincare POS Pack

Contains: 

▪ Bookmark pack

▪ A2 Poster

▪ Table Header

▪ Window Cling

9780007983148 - Skincare Tote Bag (GWP)

Images TBC

POS



THE FEAR BUBBLE

Ant Middleton

The brilliant, inspirational next book by the author of the incredible No. 1 bestseller FIRST MAN IN.

Without fear, there’s no challenge. Without challenge, there’s no growth. Without growth, 

there’s no life.

Ant Middleton is no stranger to fear: as a point man in the Special Forces, he confronted fear on a 

daily basis, never knowing what lay behind the next corner, or the next closed door. In prison, he 

was thrust into the unknown, cut off from friends and family, isolated with thoughts of failure and 

dread for his future. And at the top of Everest, in desperate, life-threatening conditions, he was 

forced to face up to his greatest fear, of leaving his wife and children without a husband and father.

But fear is not his enemy. It is the energy that propels him. Thanks to the revolutionary concept of 

the Fear Bubble, Ant has learned to harness the power of fear and understands the positive force 

that it can become. Fear gives Ant his edge, allowing him to seek out life’s challenges, whether 

that is at home, pushing himself every day to be the best father he can be, or stuck in the death 

zone on top of the world in a 90mph blizzard.

In his groundbreaking new book, Ant Middleton thrillingly retells the story of his death-defying climb 

of Everest and reveals the concept of the Fear Bubble, showing how it can be used in our lives to 

help us break through our limits. Powerful, unflinching and an inspirational call to action, The Fear 

Bubble is essential reading for anyone who wants to push themselves further, harness their fears 

and conquer their own personal Everests.

9780008194680 £8.99

April 30, 2020

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Autobiography: General



ONE MORE CROISSANT FOR THE ROAD

Felicity Cloake
‘Joyful, life-affirming, greedy. I loved it’ – DIANA HENRY

‘Whether you are an avid cyclist, a Francophile, a greedy gut, or simply an appreciator of 

impeccable writing – this book will get you hooked’ – YOTAM OTTOLENGHI

The nation’s ‘taster in chief’ cycles 2,300 km across France in search of the definitive versions of 

classic French dishes.

A green bike drunkenly weaves its way up a cratered hill in the late-morning sun, the gears 

grinding painfully, like a pepper mill running on empty. The rider crouched on top in a rictus of pain 

has slowed to a gravity-defying crawl when, from somewhere nearby, the whine of a nasal engine 

breaks through her ragged breathing.

A battered van appears behind her, the customary cigarette dangling from its driver’s-side 

window… as he passes, she casually reaches down for some water, smiling broadly in the manner 

of someone having almost too much fun. ‘No sweat,’ she says jauntily to his retreating exhaust 

pipe. ‘Pas de problème, monsieur.’

A land of glorious landscapes, and even more glorious food, France is a place built for cycling and 

for eating, too – a country large enough to give any journey an epic quality, but with a bakery on 

every corner. Here, you can go from beach to mountain, Atlantic to Mediterranean, polder to 

Pyrenees, and taste the difference every time you stop for lunch. If you make it to lunch, that is…

Part travelogue, part food memoir, all love letter to France, One More Croissant for the 

Road follows ‘the nation’s taster in chief’ Felicity Cloake’s very own Tour de France, cycling 

2,300km across France in search of culinary perfection; from Tarte Tatin to Cassoulet via Poule au 

Pot, and Tartiflette. Each of the 21 ‘stages’ concludes with Felicity putting this new found 

knowledge to good use in a fresh and definitive recipe for each dish – the culmination of her 

rigorous and thorough investigative work on behalf of all of our taste buds.

9780008377267 £9.99

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Mudlark

National & Regional Cuisine



LOVE IN THE BLITZ

Eileen Alexander

When the papers say that people in London are behaving normally, they’re telling the truth. 

Everyone is pretending as hard as possible that nothing is happening … I don’t think Hitler will 

destroy London, because London, if its legs are blown away, is prepared to hobble on crutches.

In summer 1939, war was brewing. Eileen Alexander was a bright young graduate just leaving 

Cambridge and newly smitten with Gershon Ellenbogen, a fellow student who had inadvertently 

involved her in a car crash. Her first letter to him, written from hospital, sparked a correspondence 

that would last the length of the war and define the love of their lifetimes.

Love in the Blitz is a remarkable portrait of one woman’s coming-of-age. Her previously 

undiscovered letters are vivid, intimate, and crackling with intelligence. She is frank about sex and 

her ambitions, hilariously caustic about colleagues, rationing rules and life on the homefront, and 

painfully honest about loving a man away at war. The discovery of these magical letters must 

count as the greatest literary find of the 21st century.

9780008311209 £20.00

April 30, 2020

Hardback

William Collins

Diaries, Letters & Journals



CHASTISE

Max Hastings
A masterly history of the Dambusters raid from bestselling and critically acclaimed Max Hastings.

Operation Chastise, the overnight destruction of the Möhne and Eder dams in north-west Germany 

by the RAF’s 617 Squadron, was an epic that has passed into Britain’s national legend.

Max Hastings grew up embracing the story, the classic 1955 movie and the memory of Guy 

Gibson, the 24-year-old wing-commander who won the VC leading the raid. In the 21st Century, 

however, Hastings urges that we should review the Dambusters in much more complex shades. 

The aircrew’s heroism was wholly authentic, as was the brilliance of Barnes Wallis, who invented 

the ‘bouncing bombs’. But commanders who promised their young fliers that success could 

shorten the war fantasised wildly. What Germans call the Möhnekatastrophe imposed on the Nazi 

war machine temporary disruption, rather than a crippling blow.

Hastings vividly describes the evolution of Wallis’ bomb, and of the squadron which broke the 

dams at the cost of devastating losses. But he also portrays in harrowing detail those swept away 

by the torrents. Some 1,400 civilians perished in the biblical floods that swept through the Möhne 

valley, more than half of them Russian and Polish women, slave labourers under Hitler.

Ironically, Air Marshal Sir Arthur ‘Bomber’ Harris gained much of the credit, though he opposed 

Chastise as a distraction from his city-burning blitz. He also made what the author describes as the 

operation’s biggest mistake – the failure to launch a conventional attack on the Nazis’ huge post-

raid repair operation, which could have transformed the impact of the dam breaches upon Ruhr 

industry.

Chastise offers a fascinating retake on legend by a master of the art. Hastings sets the dams raid 

in the big picture of the bomber offensive and of the Second World War, with moving portraits of 

the young airmen, so many of whom died; of Barnes Wallis; the monstrous Harris; the tragic Guy 

Gibson, together with superb narrative of the action of one of the most extraordinary episodes in 

British history.

9780008280567 £9.99

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

William Collins

General & World History

HARDBACK 
JACKET



METAZOA

Peter Godfrey-Smith

From the human being to the octopus, the shark to the humble sea squirt, all animals are physical 

beings made up entirely of cells. And yet they can think, to varying degrees. How did this come to 

be? How did a mind first grow from the matter that is the body? And at what stage did that clump 

of cells become a ‘self’?

In Metazoa, Peter Godfrey-Smith, author of the bestselling Other Minds looks beyond the octopus 

to the complexity of the whole animal kingdom, exploring the origins of consciousness and 

grappling with the greatest mystery of evolution. Metazoa (the biological term encompassing all 

animals), covers, with various degrees of detail, the main stages in animal evolution: the long 

period of life before animals, the enigmatic period known as the Ediacaran, in which the first animal 

fossils were laid down, then the Cambrian, the period that rapidly gave rise to most of the familiar 

animal forms. Then, in a few distinct evolutionary lines, the appearance of bodies with a set of 

unusual capacities: bodies with eyes and other senses that can track objects in space, bodies that 

can freely move and bodies with tools for the manipulation of objects. And the bringing together of 

these capacities would have pivotal consequences for the evolution of the brain and hence the 

evolution of consciousness.

There is much to marvel at in the natural world. But take a moment to wonder at the fact that we 

can marvel at all.

9780008321192 £20.00

May 14, 2020

Hardback

William Collins

Evolution



HOW INNOVATION WORKS

Matt Ridley

The products of innovation are all around us, from light bulbs and nuclear energy to antibiotics, 

artificial intelligence and even wheelie suitcases.

In the 1950s, the economist Robert Solow calculated that 87% of economic growth came not from 

applying more capital or more labour, but from innovation making people more productive. It’s 

probably even higher today – new materials, new machines and new ideas to cut costs and enable 

people to spend less time fulfilling more of their needs: that’s what growth means.

But innovation is still a remarkably mysterious process. It’s more than just the invention of a new 

gadget: it requires lots of hard work making something affordable and useful. Innovation is an 

evolutionary activity that happens in the cloud of shared experiences; it relies on recombination or 

exchange; it is incremental; it feeds upon itself. And innovation is the great equaliser: today some 

of the poorest African communities have mobile phones that work as well as Tim Cook’s. 

Innovation is why the number of people living in extreme poverty is declining rapidly – and it is the 

reason the number will continue to decline.

From the bestselling author of The Rational Optimist, How Innovation Works draws on evolutionary 

biology and archeology as well as technology, politics and economics, telling the real stories 

behind the great leaps forward that have defined modern society. Looking at key developments 

from harnessing steam power to nuclear fusion, genetic modification and now the impact of social 

media on polarisation, How Innovation Works explores significant the breakthroughs in science, 

technology and economics that we all benefit from today – and considers where they might 

originate in future.

9780008334819 £20.00

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Fourth Estate

Business Innovation



RAMBLE BOOK

Adam Buxton

PRE-ORDER NOW

Written with Adam’s characteristic warmth and self-deprecating charm, Ramble 

Book is a very funny and at times incredibly poignant memoir; taking in Adam’s 

burgeoning love of pop culture as a teenager, his feelings about childhood and 

parenthood, coming to terms with the death of his father and lots more besides.

9780008293345 £16.99

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Autobiography: General



A Woman of Firsts

Edna Adan Ismail, Wendy 

Holden

9780008305383

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Memoirs

£9.99

Imprisonment. Mutilation. Persecution.

Edna Adan Ismail endured it all – for the women of Africa.

SIMPLY A MIDWIFE is the inspirational story of a remarkable daughter, nurse and First Lady. The 

indomitable Edna Adan Ismail survived imprisonment, persecution, and civil war to become a 

pioneering politician, a leading light in the World Health Organisation, and a global campaigner for 

women’s rights.

The eldest child of an overworked doctor in the British Protectorate of Somaliland, Edna was the first 

midwife in Somaliland, she campaigned tirelessly for better healthcare for women and fought for women 

on a global stage as the first female Foreign Minister of her country. But mixing with presidents and 

princes, she still never forgot her roots and continued to deliver children and train midwives – a role she 

has to this day.

At 81 years old, she still runs what is hailed as the Horn of Africa’s finest university hospital where she 

trains future generations and still delivers babies.

After all – as she puts it – she is ‘simply a midwife.’

Ten Times Happier

Owen O’Kane

9780008378233

May 14, 2020

Trade paperback (UK)

Mind, Body, Spirit: 

Meditation & Visualisation

£12.99

Want to get happier? Not just a little but A LOT happier?

Now you can with TEN TIMES HAPPIER by Owen O’Kane, psychotherapist, former NHS Clinical Lead 

and Sunday Times bestselling author of TEN TO ZEN.

Modern life is a minefield for stress. Whether it’s juggling work, relationships or money, we often get 

stuck mindlessly obsessing about all the wrong things, not knowing what to let go of.

In TEN TIMES HAPPIER, Owen O’Kane reveals how to choose new, healthier perspectives and ditch 

harmful patterns in the 10 key areas we all overthink about or manage poorly, including:

• the past

• our minds

• other people

• worry

• our behaviours

• the future



Intangibles

Joan Ryan

9780008241117

April 30, 2020

Trade paperback (UK)

£14.99

Award-winning sportswriter Joan Ryan whisks readers from the sports field to the research lab on an 

ambitious quest to understand the seemingly indefinable phenomenon called team chemistry.

Nearly ten years in the making, Intangibles is packed with stories and characters from the usually 

hidden subculture of locker rooms worldwide, and threaded with fascinating insights about the human 

mind and human relationships. Ryan pulls from a range of science disciplines – neuroscience, 

sociology, psychology and more – to debunk the notion that team chemistry is just a throwaway 

explanation for every fun-loving, underdog team that wins. Instead, she makes the case that team 

chemistry is a biological construct with a single function: to elevate performance.

Ryan introduces us to the seven archetype characters who seem to emerge on almost every team with 

good chemistry, and two outlier archetypes she describes as ‘Super-Carriers’ and ‘Super-Disruptors’ of 

chemistry. Along the way, the author finds herself having to challenge her assumptions about situations 

and people, leading, for example, to the surprising discovery that difficult star players are not the Super-

Disruptors one often imagines they are. She finds, too, that dysfunctional, contentious teams that still 

manage to win do have team chemistry, just a different variety.

A ground-breaking examination that promises to transform how sports and business leaders think 

about high performance, Intangibles finally proves how all of us affect one another, profoundly 

influencing who we are and how we function within our own teams of colleagues, friends and family.

The Ice Kitchen

Shivi Ramoutar

9780008385118

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Preserving & Freezing

£16.99

‘A well-thought out concept with invaluable tips for making the most of your time and ingredients.’ 

Rukmini Iyer

Every kitchen has a freezer, and yet no one really knows how to use it properly. Learn how to cook the 

Ice Kitchen Method – maximise convenience, cut down on food waste and save money and time, 

without sacrificing flavour.

Each recipe serves 4 for now, and 4 for later – half designed to be eaten at once, the other to be safely 

stored away and deployed again in a time of need. Amongst her clever 100 recipes covering off 

Breakfast and Brunch, Main Meals, Cool Treats, step into Shivi’s clever world of freezer filing, ice cube 

butters and sauces, including her magic no-cook Ice Kitchen jam.

Almost every dish in this book can be safely recooked straight from frozen – no defrosting ahead 

needed – with each meal designed to work flawlessly second time around without compromising on 

taste or texture.

Jacket to be revealed



STUNNING SPREADS FROM THE ICE KITCHEN







The Art of Resilience

Ross Edgley

9780008356989

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Swimming & Diving

£20.00

Bestselling author and award-winning adventurer Ross Edgley has been studying the art of resilience 

for years, applying all he has learned to become the first person in history to swim around Great Britain, 

breaking multiple world records. Now Ross focuses on mental strength, stoicism and the training 

needed to create an unbreakable body.

Ross Edgley famously ran a marathon pulling a 1.4-tonne car and climbed a rope the height of Everest 

(8,848m), after living with Yamabushi warrior monks in Japan and partaking in Shamanic pain rituals 

with fire ants in the Amazon jungle. On his epic 1,780-mile journey around Great Britain, which lasted 

157 days, Ross swam through giant jellyfish, arctic storms, ‘haunted’ whirlpools and polluted shipping 

lanes, going so hard, and so fast, his tongue fell apart.

Ross’s previous book, The World’s Fittest Book, was a Sunday Times No.1 bestseller and explored the 

science of physical fitness. Now, in The Art of Resilience, Ross uses his swim experience and other 

amazing endurance feats, where he managed to overcome seemingly insurmountable pain, hardship 

and adversity, to study the performance of extreme athletes, military and fitness specialists and 

psychologists to uncover the secrets of mental fitness and explore the concept of resilience, 

persistence, valour and a disciplined mindset in overcoming adversity. This ground-breaking 

book represents a paradigm shift in what we thought the human body and mind were capable of and 

will give you a blueprint to become a tougher, more resilient and ultimately better human – whatever the 

challenge you face.

The Sweetness of 

Doing Nothing

Sophie Minchilli

9780008366490

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Coping With Stress

£9.99

It’s time to embrace the Italian way of life…

The Sweetness of Doing Nothing explores the southern Italian philosophy of Dolce Far Niente to help 

you find pleasure in the everyday.

How often do you focus on being in the moment, doing nothing? Whether it’s sitting outside at a cafe 

watching the world go by, whiling away the hours with your loved ones sipping a glass of wine or being 

immersed in nature at the beach taking in the sun, these seemingly ordinary moments are the ones that 

bring happiness in the long run and highlight the joy in living.

The Italians know the importance of enjoying good food and good company and the pleasures of being 

idle. The Sweetness of Doing Nothing will share this philosophy, with recipes, suggestions and advice 

to help you to let go of anxiety and savour life’s precious moments.

JACKET TO 
BE 

REVEALED



With Alcohol Anything 

is Popsicle

Jassy Davis

9780008382353

May 05, 2020

Hardback

Alcoholic Beverages

£9.99

Boozy ice lollies you can make at home.

The sun is out, the mercury is finally hitting 30 degees … what better way to toast the start of summer 

than with a frozen cocktail – on a stick!

With the onset of summer, the alcoholic ice-lolly trend is getting BIG. The adult popsicle market is one 

of the fastest-growing product areas in the ice cream market, with sales up 23% to £40m in the past 

year, according to Kantar Worldpanel.

From high-end gourmet ice pops on the festival scene to mass-market popsicles that were a sell-out at 

Aldi, people’s appetite for frozen booze is growing. Even Fortnum and Mason have produced their own 

alcoholic ice-lollies for the best people. But why go for shop-bought, when you can easily mix and 

freeze these drinks at home, and never spill a drop.

This book provides 60 recipes for popsicles, slushies and ice-creamy frozen drinks, with stylish 

photography. Concept jackets for With
Alcohol Anything is 

Popsicle!



Swimming Lessons: 

Poems

Lili Reinhart

9780008365677

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Poetry By Individual Poets

£9.99

The debut collection of poetry from Lili Reinhart, the actress and outspoken advocate for mental health 

awareness and body positivity. 

Swimming Lessons is the first collection of poetry from one of the most beloved young actresses 

working today. It follows the euphoric beginnings of young love, battling anxiety and depression in the 

face of fame, and coming to terms with the end of a romance. Through it all, Lili's trademark honesty, 

optimism, and unique perspective are evident in her first poetry collection.

Relatable yet deeply intimate, provocative yet comforting, bite-sized yet profound, these beautiful 

poems are about growing up, falling down, and getting back up again. They capture what it feels like to 

be a young woman in today's image-obsessed world, and how to follow your heart even when the odds 

are stacked against you. Accompanied by striking and evocative illustrations, the poems in Swimming 

Lessons reveal the depths of female experience, and are the work of a storyteller who is coming into 

her own.

Be More Dolly

Alice Gomer

9780008383763

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Biography: Arts & 

Entertainment

£9.99

A tribute to the Queen of Country and a guide to living your life a bit more Dolly.

‘It’s hard to be a diamond in a rhinestone world.’

When you need some hard-hitting advice on business, love and family you know you can turn to Dolly 

Parton. Her warmth, spirit and no-nonsense mindset have inspired millions and now you can learn how 

to harness her attitude in every aspect of your life.

Filled with anecdotes, illustrations and quotes and including chapters on work, relationships and 

heartache, charity, and being a woman, this is the perfect book for Dolly fans everywhere.



The Chiffon Trenches

Andre Leon Talley

9780008342340

April 28, 2020

Hardback

Fashion & Textiles: Design

£25.00

Discover what truly happens behind the scenes in the world of high fashion in this detailed, storied 

memoir from fashion icon and former Vogue creative director André Leon Talley.

During André Leon Talley's first magazine job assisting Andy Warhol at Interview, a fateful meeting with 

Karl Lagerfeld began a decade's long friendship with the enigmatic, often caustic designer. Propelled 

into the upper echelons by his knowledge and adoration of fashion, Talley moved to Paris as bureau 

chief of John Fairchild's Women's Wear Daily, befriending fashion's most important designers. But as 

Talley made friends, he also made enemies. A racially tinged encounter with a member of the house of 

Yves Saint Laurent sent him back to New York and into the offices of Vogue under Grace Mirabella. 

There, he developed an unlikely but intimate friendship with Anna Wintour, and as she rose to the top 

of Vogue's masthead, Talley became the most influential man in fashion.

The Chiffon Trenches is a candid look at the who's who of the last fifty years of fashion, and proof that 

fact is always devilishly more fascinating than fiction. André Leon Talley's engaging and detailed 

memoir is his story of surviving and thriving in the notoriously cutthroat fashion industry amidst racism, 

homophobia, other challenges to become one of the most legendary voices and faces in fashion 

journalism.

The World I Fell Out Of

Melanie Reid, Andrew Marr

9780008291464

April 30, 2020

B-format paperback

Memoirs

£9.99

From the award-winning writer of The Times Magazine's 'Spinal Column': a deeply moving, darkly 

funny, inspirational memoir

On Good Friday, 2010 Melanie Reid fell from her horse, breaking her neck and fracturing her lower 

back. She was 52.

Paralysed from the top of her chest down, she was to spend almost a full year in hospital, determinedly 

working towards gaining as much movement in her limbs as possible, and learning to navigate her way 

through a world that had previously been invisible to her.

As a journalist Melanie had always turned to words and now, on a spinal ward peopled by an 

extraordinary array of individuals who were similarly at sea, she decided that writing would be her life-

line. The World I Fell Out Of is an account of that year, and of those that followed. It is the untold ‘back 

story’ behind Melanie’s award-winning ‘Spinal Column’ in The Times Magazine and a testament to ‘the 

art of getting on with it’.

Unflinchingly honest and beautifully observed, this is a wise and inspiring memoir about risk and 

dilemma, heroism and love . Above all, The World I Fell Out Of is a reminder that at any moment the life 

we know can be turned upside down – and a plea to start appreciating what we have while we have it.

JACKET TO 
BE 

REVEALED



How to Grow a Human

Philip Ball

9780008331818

April 30, 2020

B-format paperback

Popular Science

£9.99

A cutting-edge examination of what it means to be human and to have a 'self' in the face of new 

scientific developments in genetic editing, cloning and neural downloading.

After seeing his own cells used to grow clumps of new neurons – essentially mini-brains – Philip Ball 

begins to examine the concepts of identity and consciousness. Delving into humanity's deep 

evolutionary past to look at how complex creatures like us emerged from single-celled life, he offers a 

new perspective on how humans think about ourselves.

In an age when we are increasingly encouraged to regard the 'self' as an abstract sequence of genetic 

information, or as a pattern of neural activity that might be 'downloaded' to a computer, he return us to 

the body – to flesh and blood – and anchors a conception of personhood in this unique and ephemeral 

mortal coil. How to Build a Human brings us back to ourselves – but in doing so, it challenges old 

preconceptions and values. It asks us to rethink how we exist in the world.

On the Origin of 

Evolution

John Gribbin, Mary Gribbin

9780008333362

April 30, 2020

Hardback

History Of Science

£20.00

The theory of evolution by natural selection did not spring fully formed and unprecedented from the 

brain of Charles Darwin. Rather it has been examined and debated by philosophers the world over for 

thousands of years.

This lively history traces the evolution of the idea of evolution, showing how it has changed and been 

changed by different societies over time. It will put 'Darwin’s Dangerous Idea' into its proper context, 

showing how it built on what went before and how it was developed in the twentieth century, through an 

understanding of genetics and the biochemical basis evolution. None of this diminishes the 

achievement of Darwin himself in perceiving the way evolution works at the level of individuals and 

species, but his contribution was one link in a chain that extends back into antiquity, and is still being 

forged today.

PREVIOUS 
TITLE 

JACKET



Prisoners of History

Keith Lowe

9780008339548

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Social & Cultural History

£20.00

What happens when our values change, but what has been set in stone does not?

When World War Two ended, its monuments were built to tell the story. From Berlin to Moscow, Seoul 

to Hiroshima, countries reckoned with the impact of the war and what was to be enshrined in national 

memory. Today, many of these memorials remain the most visited sites in the world. Some attract 

millions of people every year.

In Prisoners of History, the award-winning Keith Lowe gives a bold new account of the way the world 

reacted in the wake of World War Two, and how the narratives countries told solidified – for better or for 

worse – to shape their national identities of today.

Monuments are built to commemorate the past, but we can be held hostage by bad history. Following 

the stories of different countries around the globe, Lowe questions our relationship with the monument 

and the symbol. Why is Russia still building victory monuments at a prolific rate for a war now seventy 

years over? Why, despite loathing his legacy, does the town of Mussolini’s final resting place still 

honour his tomb like a shrine?

Challenging the known wisdom, Keith Lowe offers a powerful and perspective-changing work on the 

faults in national memory, and how acts of remembrance can distort our history.

Swifts and Us

Sarah Gibson

9780008350635

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Wildlife: Birds & 

Birdwatching

£16.99

Swifts live almost entirely in the air. They eat, drink, sleep, mate and gather their nesting materials on 

the wing, fly thousands of miles across the world, navigating their way around storms, never lighting on 

tree, cliff or ground, until they return home with the summer.

Sarah Gibson has written a fascinating story of discovery, exploring what is known about these 

mysterious birds, their ancient ancestry and how they have been regarded through history. But the 

swifts are in real danger: often unintentionally, we are sealing our homes against wildlife of any 

kind. Cracks, gaps and crevices which for thousands of years have offered nesting space in buildings, 

are being closed off, while new housing rarely offers entry holes for nesting birds. Loss of breeding 

places is considered to be a significant factor in the steep decline of these birds over the last twenty 

years.

Thankfully, there are people in the UK and across Europe striving to ensure a future for swifts. Their 

actions and stories are woven into the narrative, demonstrating how change is brought about by 

passionate, determined individuals, whose actions show that everyone can do something to keep these 

superb birds screaming through our skies.



Merlin

Graham Hoyland

9780008359263

May 28, 2020

Hardback

Aerospace & Aviation 

Technology

£16.99

Published to coincide with the 80th anniversary of the start of the Battle of Britain, Merlin is the 

extraordinary story of the development of the Rolls-Royce engine that would stop Hitler from invading 

Britain and carry the war to the very heart of Germany.

The story of the Merlin engine encompasses the history of powered flight, from the ingenuity of the 

Wright Brothers to the horrors of World War I, and from the first crossing of the Atlantic to the heady 

days of flying in the 1920s. There is also the extraordinary story of the Schneider Trophy – an 

international contest wherein nations poised on the precipice of war competed for engineering 

excellence in the name of progress.

And at the heart of this story are the glamourous lives of the pilots, many of whom died in their pursuit 

of speed; the engineers, like Henry Royce of Rolls-Royce, who sketched the engine that would win 

WWII in the sand of his local beach; and perhaps most importantly the Lady Lucy Houston who after 

the Wall Street Crash singlehandedly funded the development of the engine and the iconic Spitfire.

Never was so much owed by so many to so few – and without the Rolls-Royce Merlin engine, the few 

would have been powerless.

The Bad Boy of Athens

Daniel Mendelsohn

9780008245122

May 07, 2020

B-format paperback

Literature: History & 

Criticism

£9.99

Over the past three decades, Daniel Mendelsohn’s essays and reviews have earned him a reputation 

as ‘our most irresistible literary critic’ (New York Times). This striking new collection exemplifies the way 

in which Mendelsohn – a classicist by training – uses the classics as a lens to think about urgent 

contemporary debates.

There is much to surprise here. Mendelsohn invokes the automatons featured in Homer’s epics to help 

explain the AI films Ex Machina and Her, and perceives how Ted Hughes sought redemption by 

translating a play of Euripides (the ‘bad boy of Athens’) about a wayward husband whose wife returns 

from the dead. There are essays on Sappho’s sexuality and the feminism of Game of Thrones; on how 

Virgil’s Aeneid prefigures post-World War II history and why we are still obsessed with the Titanic; on 

Patrick Leigh Fermor’s final journey, Karl Ove Knausgaard’s autofiction and the plays of Tom Stoppard, 

Tennessee Williams, and Noël Coward. The collection ends with a poignant account of the author’s 

boyhood correspondence with the historical novelist Mary Renault, which inspired his ambition to 

become a writer.

In The Bad Boy of Athens, Mendelsohn provokes and dazzles with erudition, emotion and tart wit while 

his essays dance across eras, cultures and genres. This is a provocative collection which sees today’s 

master of popular criticism using the ancient past to reach into the very heart of modern culture.



Planting the World

Jordan Goodman

9780007578832

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Biography: Science, 

Technology & Medicine

£25.00

A global history of botany and plant collecting in 18th century based on original research in many 

languages.

Botany was both the darling and powerhouse of the Enlightenment. As European ships began to 

venture across the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific oceans, discovery bloomed. Bounties of new plants were 

brought back, and their arrival transformed Europe’s science, industry, diet and fashion – not to 

mention private gardens.

Joseph Banks led this charge. As botanist for Cook’s great voyage to the South Pacific on The 

Endeavour, he ordered the collection of plants on an enormous scale, armed with the vision – as a child 

of the Enlightenment – that scientific advancement was the key to political and economic progress. 

Banks saw that to travel physically was to travel intellectually – and his thinking was as intrepid as 

Cook’s seafaring. He ordered the expeditions of Masson to Cape Colony, Staunton to China, James 

Bowie to Australia, Bligh to Tahiti and Jamaica. He also advised on and developed what is now the 

largest and most diverse botanical collections in the world – Kew Gardens.

In a rip-roaring expedition around the world, and based on original sources in many languages, Jordan 

Goodman gives an epic history of how adventure, discovery, science became the roots of the world.

Flash Crash

Liam Vaughan

9780008270391

May 14, 2020

Hardback

True Crime

£20.00

‘For fans of Bad Blood and Flash Boys, the story of a trading prodigy who amassed $70 million from his 

childhood bedroom-until the US government accused him of helping trigger an unprecedented market 

collapse.

On May 6, 2010, financial markets around the world tumbled simultaneously and without warning. In the 

span of five minutes, a trillion dollars of valuation was lost. The Flash Crash, as it became known, 

represented the fastest drop in market history. When share values rebounded less than half an hour 

later, experts around the globe were left perplexed. What had they just witnessed?

Navinder Singh Sarao hardly seemed like a man who would shake the world's financial markets to their 

core. Raised in a working-class neighbourhood in West London, Nav was a preternaturally gifted trader 

who played the markets like a computer game. By the age of thirty, he had left behind London's "trading 

arcades," working instead out of his childhood home. For years the money poured in. But when 

lightning-fast electronic traders infiltrated markets and started eating into his profits, Nav built a system 

of his own to fight back. It worked-until 2015, when the FBI arrived at his door. Depending on whom you 

ask, Sarao was a scourge, a symbol of a financial system run horribly amok, or a folk hero-an outsider 

who took on the tyranny of Wall Street and the high-frequency traders.

A real-life financial thriller, Flash Crash uncovers the remarkable, behind-the-scenes narrative of a 

mystifying market crash, a globe-spanning investigation into international fraud, and the man at the 

centre of them both.



Happy Fat

Sofie Hagen

9780008293901

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Autobiography: Arts & 

Entertainment

£9.99

‘Perfect, kind, hilarious and persuasive’ Lena Dunham

‘You need this book. Your mum needs this book. Your best friend needs this book. Everyone needs a 

dose of Happy Fat!’ Julie Murphy

‘I am a fat person and I love my body. I feel lucky to be able to say that – it has taken a lot of work and a 

lot of time. I want to tell you what I have learned and how I got here.’

In Happy Fat, comedian Sofie Hagen shares how she removed fatphobic influences from her daily life 

and found self-acceptance in a world where judgement and discrimination are rife.

From shame and sex to airplane seats, love and getting stuck in public toilets, Sofie provides practical 

tips for readers – drawing wisdom from other Fat Liberation champions along the way.

Part memoir, part social commentary, Happy Fat is a funny, angry and impassioned look at how taking 

up space in a culture that is desperate to reduce you can be radical, emboldening and life-changing.

Frankel

Simon Cooper

9780008307035

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Biography: Sport

£20.00

In horse racing greatness is defined by speed. Being the second fastest counts for little. You have to 

win. And win. And keep winning until every challenger of your generation is put to the sword. Of the 

twelve horses lined up on Newmarket Heath that 2011 day, one would do just that. And more. To 

become the greatest racehorse that has ever lived.

Frankel was born on 11 February 2008, with four white socks and a blaze, from impressive equine lines 

on both his parents’ sides. Simon Cooper revisits the whole of the horse’s life, giving readers an inside 

tour of the calm oasis that is life a stud farm, where a foal will live with his mother for the first year of his 

life. Next, the atmosphere of heady possibility that marks the early days of training. Roadwork. Gallops. 

Trials. Turning raw potential into something more. Frankel begins to set himself apart.

A detailed and fast-paced narrative breathlessly recounts the racing career of the horse who, by his 

retirement to stud at the age of 4, would be rated the greatest of all time. Cooper weaves the horse’s 

tale with those of his trainer, battling cancer, the stablehands who coped with his explosive nature, the 

work rider who tamed him, the the jockey who rode in all fourteen of his races, and the owner who saw 

his potential from the very beginning. The result is a rich and multifaceted tale of modern horse racing, 

the lives of everyone involved, human and equine, and the unadulterated glory of winning. And winning 

everything.



The New Normal

Ellie Mae O’Hagan

9780008311926

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Political Science & Theory

£16.99

Journalist, campaigner and podcast co-host with Owen Jones, Ellie Mae O’Hagan has emerged as one 

of the smartest observers of contemporary politics, and in The New Normal provides a brilliant and 

incisive analysis of the current political watershed we face.

The New Normal offers a razor-sharp analysis of the period between the end of the Cold War and the 

financial crash, showing how and why it was different from simple neoliberalism. Ellie Mae 

O'Hagan calls it ‘Superpolitics’, and demonstrates how it came to encapsulate the dictum of one of its 

begetters, Margaret Thatcher: ‘There is no alternative.’

The New Normal explores how both sides struggled to respond to the crash, what happened when they 

both eventually did, and how – at least until Superpolitics re-asserts itself, as it may yet – we face living 

in a world which is ‘either Marine Le Pen’s, or Jeremy Corbyn’s’.

Jacket to be revealed

Give

Magnus Macfarlane-Barrow

9780008360016

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Christian Life & Practice

£16.99

Magnus’s first book was a humble yet heart-warming look at the impact of Mary’s Meals, and how it 

transformed the lives of over a million children throughout the world. It sat firmly within the ‘inspirational 

memoir’ genre and told the extraordinary story of how Mary’s Meals was established.

Many see charitable organisations and initiatives as hopelessly ineffective, old fashioned and even 

corrupt. Most recently, well known international aid organisations have been rocked by scandals. But 

running parallel to this, people all over the world are engaged in a multitude of charitable activities.

Magnus will recount personal encounters that he has had with startling acts of charity in many different 

cultures and situations. These deeply moving stories will illuminate the beauty of giving and the life 

changing impact these acts of charity have upon the giver and receiver, as well as the truth that these 

acts of sharing – and even sacrifice – are an intrinsic part of what it means to be human.

Magnus will then explore how those of us with the responsibility of organising charitable initiatives 

should go about this work in a way that elevates rather than denigrates the place of charity within 

society.

This book will be permeated by stories of faith in action and will draw on Catholic Social Teaching and 

the Gospel message. It is written in a way that is accessible to all, regardless of what your belief.

PREVIOUS 
TITLE 

JACKET



What We Talk About 

When We Talk About 

Art
Ben Eastham

9780008375423

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Theory Of Art

£7.99

Join the art critic Ben Eastham on a private tour of an extraordinary, imaginary museum. Stand in front 

of some of the most incomprehensible art works in the world with an expert guide by your side, full of 

personal stories, expertise and human understanding.

In a stunningly original memoir and art guide we find ourselves among outrageous artworks, and we 

return again and again to the same question:

“But what does it mean?”

With the help of a cast of critics, guards, curators, artists, protestors and ghosts, Eastham explores the 

idea that the value of art is not to be found in what it means, but in what it does to you.

This is an argument to forget about what is and is not art and to instead think courageously and 

creatively about how things really make you feel. You don’t have to like the art works in this or any 

gallery, you don’t have to fully understand them either, but we can benefit from existing alongside them. 

And in doing so we learn about ourselves, and each other.

The Book of Eels

Tom Fort

9780007115938

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Popular Science

£14.99

What has been the dish of kings, the subject of myths and the traveller of epic and mysterious 

journeys? The eel.

Beginning life in the Sargasso Sea, the eel travels across the ocean, lives for twenty or so years, and 

then is driven by some instinct back across the ocean to spawn and die. And the next generation starts 

the story again. No one knows why the eels return, or how the orphaned elvers learn their way back. 

One man discovered, after many adventures, the breeding ground of all eels – and he is the hero of this 

book.

Eels were being caught and consumed 5000 years before the birth of Christ – Aristotle and Pliny wrote 

about them; Romans regarded them as a peerless delicacy; Egyptians accorded them semi-sacred 

status; English kings died of overeating them. There are many strange practices among eel fishers all 

over the world, and many great fortunes based upon the eel harvest.

The Book of Eels, a combination of social comment, biography and natural history, is also a fascinating 

and witty account of Tom Fort’s obsession with the eel, his journeying to discover the eel in all its 

habitats, and the people he meets in his pursuit.

Jacket to be revealed

REISSUE



The Frayed Atlantic 

Edge

David Gange

9780008225148

May 21, 2020

B-format paperback

Memoirs

£9.99

Over the course of a year, leading historian and nature writer David Gange kayaked the weather-

ravaged coasts of Atlantic Britain and Ireland from north to south: every cove, sound, inlet, island.

The idea was to travel slowly and close to the water: in touch with both the natural world and the 

histories of communities on Atlantic coastlines. The story of his journey is one of staggering adventure, 

range and beauty. For too long, Gange argues, the significance of coasts has been underestimated, 

and the potential of small boats as tools to make sense of these histories rarely explored. This book 

seeks to put that imbalance right.

Paddling alone in sun and storms, among dozens of whales and countless seabirds, Gange and his 

kayak travelled through a Shetland summer, Scottish winter and Irish spring before reaching Wales and 

Cornwall. Sitting low in the water, as did millions in eras when coasts were the main arteries of trade 

and communication, Gange describes, in captivating prose and loving detail, the experiences of 

kayaking, coastal living and historical discovery.

Drawing on the archives of islands and coastal towns, as well as their vast poetic literatures in many 

languages, he shows that the neglected histories of these stunning regions are of real importance in 

understanding both the past and future of the whole archipelago. It is a history of Britain and Ireland like 

no other.

Bird Migration

Ian Newton

9780008398545

May 21, 2020

B-format paperback

Wildlife: Birds & 

Birdwatching

£12.99

The phenomenon of bird migration has fascinated people from time immemorial. The arrivals and 

departures of different species marked the seasons, heralding spring and autumn, and providing a 

reliable calendar long before anything better became available.

Migration is shown by many kinds of animals, including butterflies and other insects, mammals, marine 

turtles and fish, but in none is it as extensively developed as in birds. The collective travel routes of 

birds span almost the entire globe, with some extreme return journeys covering more than 30,000 km. 

As a result of migration, bird distributions are continually changing – in regular seasonal patterns, and 

on local, regional or global scales.

Migration has repeatedly prompted familiar questions, such as where birds go or come from, why do 

they do it, how do they know when and where to travel, and how do they find their way? In this seminal 

new book, Ian Newton sets out to answer these – and other – questions.

The book is divided into four main sections: the first is introductory, describing the different types of bird 

movements, methods of study, and the main migration patterns seen around the British Isles; the 

second part is concerned mainly with the process of migration – with timing, energy needs, weather 

effects and navigation; the third with evolution and change in migratory behaviour; and the fourth with 

the geographical and ecological aspects of bird movements.



RICHARD GLOVER

9780733339813
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

CLASSIC KONKAN 

COOKBOOK

JYOTSNA SHAHANE

9789352776672

APRIL 30, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

VETAAL AND VIKRAM

GAYATHRI PRABHU

9789353573393

OCTOBER 31, 2019
WITH DUST JACKET

£12.99

YOGA MYTHOLOGY

DEVDUTT PATTANAIK, 

MATTHEW RULLI

9789353570842

JUNE 30, 2019
WITH DUST JACKET

£10.99

MARISA ACOCELLA

9780062905666
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£25.00

WILD AND FREE 

HANDCRAFTS

AINSLEY ARMENT

9780062916556

AUGUST 19, 2019
04 30 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£16.99

SARA GOTTFRIED, M.D.

9780062655967
04 30 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

DIVERGENT MIND

JENARA NERENBERG

9780062876799

MARCH 23, 2020
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£20.00

MATT RICHTEL

9780062698490
04 30 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

PATRICK MCGILLIGAN

9780062560957
04 30 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£14.99

Jacket to 

be 

revealed



MADELEINE ALBRIGHT

9780062802255
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£25.00

KEVIN SCOTT, GREG SHAW, 

J. D. VANCE

9780062879875
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£25.00

WONDERFUL LIFE

FRANK MARTELA, PHD

9780062942777

MARCH 23, 2020
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£20.00

CHRISTINA ANSTEAD, CARA 

CLARK

9780062961440
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£25.00

JOSH ROSENBLATT

9780062569998
04 30 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

JASON ROSENTHAL

9780062940599
05 14 2020

HARDBACK

£20.00

MUHAMMAD H. ZAMAN

9780062862976
05 14 2020

HARDBACK

£25.00

HOW TO BE FINE

JOLENTA GREENBERG, 

KRISTEN MEINZER

9780062957191

MARCH 23, 2020
HARDBACK

£20.00

WALTER THOMPSON-

HERNANDEZ

9780062910608
05 14 2020

HARDBACK

£25.00

LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS

ODESSA BEGAY

9780062873194

APRIL 20, 2020
05 14 2020

HARDBACK

£25.00

Jacket to 

be 

revealed



ROCKET YEARS

ELIZABETH SEGRAN

9780062883568

MARCH 23, 2020
HARDBACK

£20.00

MOLLY MILLWOOD, PHD

9780062838667
05 14 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

HUSTLE HARDER, HUSTLE 

SMARTER

CURTIS "50 CENT" JACKSON

9780062953803

APRIL 28, 2020
HARDBACK

£20.00

MELISSA ALCANTARA

9780062959485
05 14 2020

HARDBACK

£20.00

P. B. RENGASON

9780062960627
05 14 2020

HARDBACK

£20.00

LET ME GO

CASEY WATSON

9780008375577

APRIL 30, 2020
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

UNTITLED MEMOIR

SIR PETER LAMPL

9780008372385

MAY 14, 2020
HARDBACK

£20.00

FIGHTER BOYS

PATRICK BISHOP

9780006532040

APRIL 05, 2004
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£10.99

Jacket to 

be 

revealed

Jacket to 

be 

revealed
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Collins Robert French 

Concise Dictionary

Collins Dictionaries

9780008320065

May 14, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

Bilingual & Multilingual 

Dictionaries

£25.00

This French to English and English to French dictionary, is a collaboration between Collins and Le 

Robert, revised and updated with new words, phrases and senses. The supplements on 

communication, education and famous people of the French- and English-speaking worlds make this 

the perfect dictionary for use at university, college, home or work.

Designed for students and professionals using French in the course of their work.

• updated with new words and phrases from a wide range of fields, including technology, media and the 

environment

• practical tips on spoken and written French, including spelling pitfalls, make this the ideal dictionary for 

intermediate and advanced learners

• a supplement gives information on historical figures from the French-speaking world, with a timeline 

and background you need to understand French culture

• a real-world communication supplement covering online banking, social media and mobile 

communication

Collins Official 

Scrabble Words

Collins Dictionaries

9780008320133

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Dictionaries

£12.99

The latest official Scrabble word list, endorsed by governing body WESPA for use in tournament and 

club play, contains all valid Scrabble words. Check which words you can play with this authority on 

Scrabble and settle any disputes with the official list from Collins.

Based on Collins English Dictionary, this is the most comprehensive Scrabble word list ever, including 

World English from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, UK, and USA brought together in a 

single list.

With more than 279,000 permissible words, including inflected forms, this is the ideal training and 

adjudication tool for everyone playing Scrabble.

Endorsed by Mattel and WESPA (the World English-Language Scrabble Players Association) this is the 

essential reference for all Scrabble players.

SCRABBLE™ is a registered trademark of J. W, Spear & Sons Ltd., a subsidiary of Mattel, Inc. © 2019 

Mattel, Inc. All Rights Reserved.



Great Britain A-Z Road 

Atlas 2021 (A4 Spiral)

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388164

May 14, 2020

Spiral bound

Road Atlases & Maps

£12.99

Full colour, spiral bound road atlas at A4 size has been fully revised and updated for 2021. It contains 

170 pages of clear detailed road mapping at a mainland map scale of 3.5 miles to 1 inch.

This essential road atlas includes the following:

• 11 pages of main route mapping covering Greater London, Birmingham and Manchester

• Route planning maps

• Mileage chart with average journey times

• Information on motorway junctions with limited interchanges

• 80 city and town centre street plans

• 16 port and airport plans

• Channel Tunnel terminus maps

• Index to cities, towns, villages, hamlets, major destinations and selected places of interest with 

postcodes for satnav use

• Map reference information also in French and German

Great Britain A-Z Super 

Scale Road Atlas 2021 

(A3 Spiral)
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388171

May 14, 2020

Spiral bound

Road Atlases & Maps

£14.99

Large scale, spiral bound road atlas at A3 size has been fully revised and updated for 2021. It contains 

176 pages of clear detailed road mapping at a mainland map scale of 2.5 miles to 1 inch.

This large format road atlas includes the following;

• 11 pages of main route mapping covering Greater London, Birmingham and Manchester

• Route planning map

• Mileage chart with average journey times

• Information on motorway junctions with limited interchanges

• 70 city and town centre street plans

• 16 port and airport plans

• Channel Tunnel terminus maps

• Index to cities, towns, villages, hamlets, major destinations and selected places of interest with 

postcodes for sat-nav use

• Map reference information also in French and German



Great Britain A-Z Road 

Atlas 2021 (A3 

Paperback)

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388188

May 14, 2020

Paperback / softback

Road Atlases & Maps

£9.99

This full colour, paperback bound road atlas at A3 size have been fully revised and updated for 2021. It 

contains 89 pages of clear detailed road mapping at a mainland map scale of 3.5 miles to 1 inch.

This essential road atlas includes the following;

• 11 pages of main route mapping covering Greater London, Birmingham and Manchester

• Route planning maps

• Mileage chart with average journey times

• Information on motorway junctions with limited interchanges

• 70 city and town centre street plans

• 16 port and airport plans

• Channel Tunnel terminus maps

• Index to cities, towns, villages, hamlets, major destinations and selected places of interest with 

postcodes for sat-nav use

• Map reference information also in French and German

Great Britain A-Z 

Handy Road Atlas 2021 

(A5 Spiral)

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388195

May 14, 2020

Spiral bound

Road Atlases & Maps

£6.99

This full colour, spiral bound road atlas at a smaller A5 size has been fully revised and updated for 

2021. It contains 170 pages of clear detailed road mapping at a mainland map scale of 5 miles to 1 

inch.

Easily stored in a glove box or door pocket. Instantly recognizable and easy to use, the road mapping 

has been specifically tailored for the smaller scale featuring: Clear standard road classification colours 

for easy identification, Motorway junction symbols, Under construction and proposed roads, Primary 

route destinations, Service areas, National and county boundaries and A wide range of tourist and 

ancillary information, including Blue Flag Beaches.

Includes

• Mileage chart

• Channel Tunnel terminus maps

• Index to cities, towns, villages, hamlets and major destinations

• Map reference information also in French and German. Lies flat when open



South East England A-

Z Road Atlas

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388201

May 14, 2020

Paperback / softback

Road Atlases & Maps

£5.99

This full colour regional road atlas features 46 pages of continuous road mapping includes the whole of 

London and covers the counties of Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Essex, east Oxfordshire, east 

Hampshire, Middlesex, Sussex and Kent.

Published at a clear 2.5 miles to 1 inch the following features are shown on the road mapping:

• Motorways with full junction detail, primary routes and destinations, A & B roads, under construction 

and proposed roads, service areas, tolls, mileages, county and unitary authority boundaries

• South Downs National Park boundary

• Selected places of interest and tourist information centres

• 21 city, town, airport or port plans for:

Brighton & Hove, Canterbury, Dover, Eastbourne, Folkestone, Guildford, London, Medway Towns, 

Milton Keynes, Oxford, Portsmouth, Reading, Southampton, Winchester, Windsor, Gatwick Airport, 

Heathrow Airport, Luton Airport, Stansted Airport, Newhaven Port, Portsmouth Port

Scotland A-Z Road 

Atlas

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388218

May 14, 2020

Paperback / softback

Road Atlases & Maps

£5.99

Navigate your way around Scotland with this detailed, full-colour and easy-to-use A-Z Road Atlas. From 

the border to the north coast, the mainland pages scale is 3.5 miles to 1 inch and the Western Isles, 

Shetland Islands and Orkney Islands scale is 4.5 miles to 1 inch.

Covering the entire country, this road atlas includes the following features:

• Motorways with full junction detail, primary routes and destinations, A & B roads, under construction 

and proposed roads, service areas, tolls, mileages, national, county and unitary authority boundaries

• Cairngorms and Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park boundaries

• Selected places of interest and tourist information centres

20 city and town street maps are included for Aberdeen, Aviemore, Ayr, Dumfries, Dundee, 

Dunfermline, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Falkirk, Fort William, Hamilton, Inverness, Kilmarnock, Kirkcaldy, 

Motherwell, Oban, Paisley, Perth, St Andrews and Stirling. Also included is a comprehensive index to 

cities, towns, villages, hamlets and locations.



EDUCATION



GET SET! PIANO – MY VERY 

FIRST PIANO BOOK

KAREN MARSHALL, JULIA 

PATTON

9780008353230

MAY 01, 2020
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£7.99

GET SET! PIANO – MY VERY 

FIRST PIANO ACTIVITY BOOK

KAREN MARSHALL, JULIA 

PATTON

9780008353247

MAY 01, 2020
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£6.99

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

TIP, SIP, NAP

FIONA UNDRILL, ESTELLE 

CORKE, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381127

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

SIT IN!

CLARE HELEN WELSH, JULIA 

SEAL, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381134

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

A DIP

FIONA TOMLINSON, 

ANGELES PEINADOR, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381141

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

TAP IT TAD!

NATASHA PAUL, AMY ZHING, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381158

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

POD DIGS A PIT

CLARE HELEN WELSH, 

MICHAEL EMMERSON, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381165

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

TICK TOCK AND MICK

FIONA UNDRILL, JON 

STUART, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381172

MAY 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

THE CUP

FIONA UNDRILL, SARAH 

HOYLE, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381189

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

HIT THE HAT!

RACHEL RUSS, COLLINS BIG 

CAT

9780008381196

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

Jacket to 

be 

revealed

Jacket to 

be 

revealed



COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

FIT IT, FOX

SAMANTHA MONTGOMERIE, 

GUSTAVO MAZALI, COLLINS 

BIG CAT

9780008381202

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

CHAN AND HIS VAN

JENNY ROBERTS, NICOLA 

ANDERSON, COLLINS BIG 

CAT

9780008381219

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

CHAT, CHAT, CHAT!

CLARE HELEN WELSH, 

VALERIA ABATZOGLU, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381226

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

BUZZ, HOP, ZIP!

SAMANTHA MONTGOMERIE, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381233

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

THE POWER CUT

SAMANTHA MONTGOMERIE, 

ALFREDO BELLI, COLLINS 

BIG CAT

9780008381240

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

FINN FEELS BETTER

JESSICA ELLIS, PARWINDER 

SINGH, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381257

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

AN ANIMAL PARK KEEPER

ANNE ROONEY, NATHALIE 

ORTEGA, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381264

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

SCRAP RAT

CLARE HELEN WELSH, 

IRENE MONTANO, COLLINS 

BIG CAT

9780008381271

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.50

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

HOW DO I FEEL?

HELEN DINEEN, LUCY 

MAKUC, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381288

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.50

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

THE CHICKEN COOP SCOOP

HELEN DINEEN, STEPHEN 

STONE, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381295

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.50



COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

TRAIN TO WIN

SAMANTHA MONTGOMERIE, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381301

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.50

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

NOT IN OTTER'S POCKET!

SUZY SENIOR, ANGELIKA 

SCUDAMORE, COLLINS BIG 

CAT

9780008381318

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.00

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

SUPER SHARKS

BEN HUBBARD, COLLINS BIG 

CAT

9780008381325

MAY 11, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.00

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

WITNEY AND BOSCOE'S 

LOST AND FOUND

ZOË CLARKE, FELICIA 

WHALEY, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008381332

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

FLY SECRETS

CLARE HELEN WELSH, 

ANDREW PAGRAM, COLLINS 

BIG CAT

9780008373344

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.25

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

JAKE AND JEN AND THE 

MISSION TO MARS

CHRIS BRADFORD, KORKY 

PAUL, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008373351

JUNE 19, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK
£5.50

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

THE GREAT FIRE OF 

LONDON

HAWYS MORGAN, LUDOVIC 

SALLE, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008373368

MARCH 26, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK
£5.50

COLLINS BIG CAT PHONICS–

HIGHER AND HIGHER

LIZ MILES, COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008382025

MAY 11, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.25

SONG OF SOUNDS –

RECEPTION PACK (STAGE 1)

SUE REED, LIZ WEBSTER, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008398927

MAY 04, 2020
MIXED MEDIA PRODUCT

£250.00

SONG OF SOUNDS – YEAR 1 

PACK (STAGE 2)

SUE REED, LIZ WEBSTER, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008398934

MAY 04, 2020
MIXED MEDIA PRODUCT

£250.00

Jacket to 

be 

revealed



SONG OF SOUNDS – STAGE 3

LIZ WEBSTER, SUE REED, 

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008398941

MAY 04, 2020
MIXED MEDIA PRODUCT

£250.00

AQA GCSE SCIENCE 9-1 

EXTENDED RESPONSE 

TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

9780008400545

MAY 11, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£300.00

COLLINS CLASSROOM 

CLASSICS – OLIVER TWIST

CHARLES DICKENS, LESLEY 

GRAY

9780008400439

SEPTEMBER 07, 2020
A-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£3.00

COLLINS CLASSROOM 

CLASSICS – THE 

ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK 

HOLMES

SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE, 

LESLEY GRAY

9780008400446

JUNE 08, 2020
A-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£2.50

COLLINS CLASSROOM 

CLASSICS – WAR OF THE 

WORLDS

H.G. WELLS, MARIA CAIRNEY

9780008400453

JUNE 08, 2020
A-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£2.50

COLLINS BIG CAT SETS –

COPPER BAND SET

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008400828

MAY 04, 2020
MULTIPLE COPY PACK

£197.00

COLLINS BIG CAT SETS –

TOPAZ BAND SET

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008400835

MAY 04, 2020
MULTIPLE COPY PACK

£197.00

COLLINS BIG CAT SETS –

RUBY BAND SET

COLLINS BIG CAT

9780008400842

MAY 04, 2020
MULTIPLE COPY PACK

£212.00

Jacket to 

be 

revealed

Jacket to 

be 

revealed

Jacket to 

be 

revealed

Jacket to 

be 

revealed



CHILDREN’S



Storm (02/04/2020)

Double-sided bookmarks – Bloom PB & Storm 
HB.

ISBN: 9780007983360

Pages and Co. 2: Tilly and the Lost Fairy 
Tales (PB, 02/04/2020)

GWP Prints available



OH, THE PLACES YOU’LL GO!
30TH ANNIVERSARY

“You have brains in your head. 
You have feet in your shoes. 
You can steer yourself any 

direction you choose.
…

And YOU are the one
Who’ll decide where to go.”



Dr. Seuss –

Oh, The Places You'll Go!
Dr. Seuss

9780007413577
April 30, 2020

Paperback / softback

£6.99

Dr. Seuss –

Oh, The Places You'll Go! 

Deluxe Gift Edition
Dr. Seuss

9780008122119
May 14, 2020

Hardback

£14.99

Dr. Seuss –

Oh The Places You’ll Go Mini 

Edition
Dr Seuss

9780008394127
May 14, 2020

Hardback

£7.99

Celebrate life’s ups and downs in this perfectly pocket-sized edition of the bestselling Dr. Seuss classic, just right for gifting.

Congratulations!
Today is your day.

You’re off to Great Places!
You’re off and away!

For more than thirty years, this Dr. Seuss classic has carried us through life’s ups and downs – from fun times and triumphs, to lurches 
and slumps!

Take an entertaining look at the adventures life has in store for all of us in this very special mini edition of the beloved classic.

The perfect gift for every moment in life, from graduations, weddings and birthdays, to those when you just need a little lift.



POS for Oh, The Places You’ll Go

• Window Displays: Clings / Standees etc
• Passport type POS / Counter Cards 
• Activity sheets / trayliners / placemats – with activities for children, including a 

competition
• Oh the Places You’ll Go Bookmark with different geographical locations and / or 

careers on the back for collectability

POS will be on Indie Thinking: 
http://www.indiethinking.co.uk/category/bookshop-extras/pre-order-pos/

All POS to be confirmed, along with images. 



MINI RABBIT – MINI RABBIT MUST HELP

John Bond

9780008264888

£12.99

April 30, 2020

Hardback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Animal Stories (Children's / Teenage)

MINI RABBIT – MINI RABBIT MUST HELP
John Bond

Mini Rabbit is back in another adventure from leading new talent John Bond!

Mini Rabbit has a very important job to help out Mother Rabbit. He must be very 

careful – and, whatever happens, he must not be late! No problem, thinks Mini 

Rabbit. But our epic adventurer soon gets distracted, and before too long it 

seems disaster has struck! How will Mini Rabbit get out of this one?

Another small yet mighty adventure featuring the irrepressibly enthusiastic Mini 

Rabbit. Wittily told and beautifully illustrated from dynamic new author and 

illustrator talent John Bond.

9780008264895

£6.99

April 30, 2020

Paperback / softback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Animal Stories (Children's / 

Teenage)

Mini Rabbit is back in another adventure from leading new talent John Bond!

Mini Rabbit has a very important job to help out Mother Rabbit. He must be very 

careful – and, whatever happens, he must not be late! No problem, thinks Mini Rabbit. 

But our epic adventurer soon gets distracted, and before too long it seems disaster 

has struck! How will Mini Rabbit get out of this one?

Another small yet mighty adventure featuring the irrepressibly enthusiastic Mini 

Rabbit. Wittily told and beautifully illustrated from dynamic new author and illustrator 

talent John Bond.

The next beautiful picture book from John Bond, starring the 
adorable Mini Rabbit!



BAD NANA (2) – ALL THE FUN OF THE FAIR

Sophy Henn

The second book in the wickedly funny series for ages six and up from the creator of Where Bear?, 

Pass It On and the Pom Pom series, with colour illustrations throughout.

Hi! I’m Jeanie – 7 ¾ years old, and a BIG fan of badges.

BAD NANA is one of my three grandmas (yes, three). Of course, “Bad Nana” isn’t actually her 

actual name – but it’s what everyone has been calling her for MILLIONS of years. If I had MY way, 

I would call her “Fun Nana”, because she is actually brilliant. Yes, she’s a bit NAUGHTY 

sometimes, but in an EXCELLENT way.

My Dad says she really should know better, but I think she’s so bad, she’s GOOD!

The second instalment in the wickedly funny series, from superstar author and illustrator Sophy 

Henn

9780008268107 £5.99

April 30, 2020

Paperback / softback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Family & Home Stories (Children's / Teenage)

9780007978335 

Bad Nana standees



THE FOWL TWINS

Eoin Colfer
Criminal genius runs in the family…

Myles and Beckett Fowl are twins but the two boys are wildly different. Beckett is blonde, messy 

and sulks whenever he has to wear clothes. Myles is impeccably neat, has an IQ of 170, and 3D 

prints a fresh suit every day – just like his older brother, Artemis Fowl.

A week after their eleventh birthday the twins are left in the care of house security system, NANNI, 

for a single night. In that time, they befriend a troll on the run from a nefarious nobleman and an 

interrogating nun both of whom need the magical creature for their own gain . . .

Prepare for an epic adventure in which The Fowl Twins and their new troll friend escape, get shot 

at, kidnapped, buried, arrested, threatened, killed (temporarily) . . . and discover that the strongest 

bond in the world is not the one forged by covalent electrons in adjacent atoms, but the one that 

exists between a pair of twins.

The first book in the blockbusting new series from global bestseller Eoin Colfer.

9780008324858 £7.99

April 30, 2020

B-format paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Adventure Stories (Children's / Teenage)

The Fowl Twins

- Bookmarks ~ 9780007979622

- A2 Poster ~ 9780007979660 [image left] 



THE SUPER-SECRET DIARY OF HOLLY 

HOPKINSON: THIS IS GOING TO BE A FIASCO

Charlie Brooks

A charming domestic comedy, with a dash of magic, and the occasional moment of mayhem!

These are the memoirs of ME, Holly Hopkinson, aged almost ten, except without any of the 

rubbish adults usually put in, thank you very much.

My dad just lost his job, which means me and the rest of my family have to leave London and 

move to the middle of nowhere, which is a TOTAL DISASTER! There’s no Wi-Fi, the local kids are 

FERAL and there’s animal poo EVERYWHERE.

But then for my birthday, my eccentric aunt gave me a magic pocket watch, which I can use to 

hypnotise and CONTROL people. I actually wanted a new phone, but I won’t complain because 

this new power is REALLY FUN and has led to the MOST unexpected things – including a visit to 

the QUEEN.

Maybe the countryside isn’t so bad after all…

9780008328085 £14.99

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Harper Collins Childrens Books

Jacket to be revealed

POS pack: 9780007982622
Images to follow. 



THE VALENTINES (2) – FAR FROM PERFECT

Holly Smale

The second sensational book in the Valentines series – a hilarious and heart-aching story about 

the impossible standards for being a girl.

Be yourself but, you know, someone else . . .

Enthusiastic but not desperate; calm but not dull; funny but not try-hard; sparky but not crazy; feisty 

but not aggressive; beautiful but relatable; elegant but not icy; confident but not arrogant; feminine 

but not girly; nice but not boring.

Faith Valentine has it all – fame, money and extraordinary beauty. But what she wants more than 

anything is a quiet life away from the cameras. Except nobody ever asks Faith what she wants, 

and her family’s expectations are crushing her.

The world thinks she’s perfect, but is there is more to perfection than meets the eye?

9780008254179 £7.99

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Children's / Teenage Fiction & True Stories



THE TAYLOR TURBOCHASER

David Baddiel, Steven Lenton

It’s the latest Brilliant Blockbuster from bestselling Baddiel! A non-stop thrill-ride adventure that will 

have readers young and old racing to the finishing line.

The Taylor TurboChaser is a road-trip rollercoaster… with a twist.

At its heart is the unforgettable Amy Taylor. Amy loves cars, and dreams of being a driver. But 

there’s a major catch: her slow old wheelchair with its broken wheel. When Amy finally gets a new 

electric one, it’s exciting… at first.

But standard engines only have so much power. And that’s where Rahul comes in – Amy’s best 

friend and genius inventor. Soon Rahul turns a wheelchair into… a supercar!

And so the Taylor TurboChaser is born. But when it all goes suddenly wrong Amy is going to have 

to hit the road – and drive…

9780008365387 £6.99

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Adventure Stories (Children's / Teenage)

THE TAYLOR TURBOCHASER KEYRING
A keyring to celebrate David Baddiel’s rip-roaring adventure in paperback! 

Designs on the left.

9780007981526



LITTLE INVENTORS GO GREEN!

Dominic Wilcox, Katherine Mengardon

Get inventing for a greener planet! This book is full of ideas to help you come up with new 

inventions to make our world better.

Can you think of an invention that would help protect animals? A new way to create energy? How 

to cool the earth down? No problem is too big or too small to invent for!

Find out about banana-eating T-rex, canvas-spinning spiders, astounding trees and many more 

cool facts about nature. Draw your own inventions inspired by children just like you. You never 

know, you could also become a Little Inventor and have your invention made real.

You can find more fantastical inventions in The Little Inventors Handbook (ISBN 9780008306151) 

– based on the project which takes children’s invention ideas and makes them real.

9780008382896 £9.99

May 14, 2020

Paperback / softback

Collins

Science & Technology: General Interest 

(Children's / Teenage)



Bing – Bing’s Big 

Surprise

9780008381622

April 30, 2020

Paperback / softback

Picture Books: Character 

Books

£6.99

A wonderful new picture book about Bing!

Round the corner, not far away, Bing is making a playhouse today!

Bing, Sula, Pando and Flop are clearing out the garden shed so that they can turn it into “the bestest 

playhouse in the whole world!” They fill the shed with toys and rugs and make it all cosy when suddenly 

Bing makes an amazing discovery! But what will this big surprise mean for Bing’s playhouse?

This charming picture book teaches children the importance of caring about nature, recycling, working 

as a team, and putting others first.

The One and Only Bob

Katherine Applegate

9780008390662

May 14, 2020

B-format paperback

Animal Stories (Children's / 

Teenage)

£6.99

Return to the unforgettable world of the Newbery Medal-winning and #1 New York Times bestselling 

novel The One and Only Ivan (soon to be a major motion picture) in this incredible sequel, starring 

Ivan’s friend Bob!

Bob sets out on a dangerous journey in search of his long-lost sister with the help of his two best 

friends, Ivan and Ruby. As a hurricane approaches and time is running out, Bob finds courage he never 

knew he had and learns the true meaning of friendship and family.

Bob, Ivan and Ruby have touched the hearts of millions of readers, and their story isn’t over yet. Catch 

up with these beloved friends before the star-studded film adaptation of The One and Only Ivan hits 

cinemas in August 2020!



Frog and Toad: A Little 

Book of Big Thoughts

Arnold Lobel

9780062983411

April 29, 2020

Hardback

£10.99

Words to Live By!

Beloved quotes from Frog and Toad are gathered together in this beautiful keepsake book on 

friendship and life.

This 48-page jacketed hardcover contains timeless quotes from the inimitable, inseparable pair, 

together with classic illustrations selected from the original four stories. This lovely volume is perfect at 

graduation, for birthdays, or just because.

Celebrate fifty years of Frog & Toad!

The Adventures of 

Pinocchio

Carlo Collodi

9780062905277

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Mina Lima

£25.00

An upcoming live action movie was announced by Disney at the end of 2018. Premiere dates have not 

yet been set, but Tom Hanks has been confirmed for the role of Geppetto.

Originally published in 1883 by Italian political satirist Carlo Collodi, The Adventures of Pinocchio has 

become a staple in classic children’s literature over the last two centuries. The timeless story follows 

the misadventures of a marionette named Pinocchio who is carved from an enchanted wood by his 

poor puppeteer father Geppetto. Pinocchio’s mischievousness and gullibility continues to get him into 

trouble as he encounters vicious puppet masters, cunning animals, and other magical characters 

destined to prevent him from a reconciliation with Geppetto.

The sixth in Harper Design’s series of deluxe reimagined children’s classics, this stunning gift edition 

chronicles Pinocchio’s perilous journey in discovering how much turmoil, heart, and hard work it takes 

to become a "real boy."

The book includes specially commissioned artwork and several exclusive interactive features such as:

A Pinocchio puppet and his clothes

Additional puppets for a small theatre

A foldable poster for the puppet show

A map of the world with a movable Pinocchio

A poster advertising Playland, a place for wayward children to freely roam



Easy Learning Gaelic Age 5-7

9780008389437

May 14, 2020

Paperback / softback

Educational: Languages 

Other Than English

£4.99

Children can enjoy using Gaelic from the very start with this fun and 

accessible activity book.

• Ideal for children learning Gaelic in P2 and P3

• Motivating activities make learning fun and keep children engaged

• Audio and resources available to download online

• Plenty of support and guidance for parents too!

Easy Learning Gaelic Age 7-11

9780008389444

May 14, 2020

Paperback / softback

Educational: Languages 

Other Than English

£4.99

Children can enjoy using Gaelic with this fun and accessible activity 

book.

• Ideal for children learning Gaelic in P4 and P5

• Motivating activities make learning fun and keep children engaged

• Audio and resources available to download online

• Plenty of support and guidance for parents too!

Easy Learning Mandarin Chinese 

Age 7-11

9780008389451

May 14, 2020

Paperback / softback

Educational: Languages 

Other Than English

£4.99

Children can enjoy using Mandarin Chinese from the very start 

with this fun and accessible activity book.

• Ideal for children learning Mandarin Chinese

• Motivating activities make learning fun and keep children 

engaged

• Audio and resources available to download online

• Plenty of support and guidance for parents too!



Collins Easy Learning 

KS2 – Problem Solving 

and Reasoning 

Workbook Ages 7-9
Collins Easy Learning

9780008387914

May 25, 2020

Paperback / softback

Educational: Mathematics & 

Numeracy

£3.99

Level: KS2

Subject: Maths

An engaging problem solving and reasoning workbook to help boost your child’s progress at every 

stage of their learning! Fully in line with the national curriculum, this Maths book provides reassurance 

whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Each fun activity is designed to give your child a real sense of achievement.

Included in this book:

• questions that enable children to practise the important skills learned at school

• colourful activities that make learning fun and motivate children to learn at home

• helpful tips and answers so that you can support your child’s learning

Jacket to be revealed

Collins Easy Learning 

KS1 – Problem Solving 

and Reasoning 

Workbook Ages 5-7

Collins Easy Learning

9780008387907

May 25, 2020

Paperback / softback

Educational: Mathematics & 

Numeracy

£3.99

Level: KS1

Subject: Maths

An engaging problem solving and reasoning workbook to help boost your child’s progress at every 

stage of their learning! Fully in line with the national curriculum, this Maths book provides reassurance 

whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Each fun activity is designed to give your child a real sense of achievement.

Included in this book:

• questions that enable children to practise the important skills learned at school

• colourful activities that make learning fun and motivate children to learn at home

• helpful tips and answers so that you can support your child’s learning



i-SPY On a Car Journey 

Activity Book

i-SPY

9780008392857

Paperback / softback

£6.99

i-SPY In the Countryside 

Activity Book

i-SPY

9780008392864

Paperback / softback

£6.99

All publishing May 

14, 2020

i-SPY At the Seaside 

Activity Book

i-SPY

9780008392871
Paperback / softback

£6.99

i-SPY At the Airport 

Activity Book

i-SPY

9780008392888

Paperback / softback

£6.99

i-SPY On a Train Journey 

Activity Book

i-SPY

9780008392895

Paperback / softback

£6.99



THE BETROTHED

KIERA CASS

9780008158828

MAY 14, 2020
09 18 2018

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

BONE CRIER'S MOON

KATHRYN PURDIE

9780062798770

FEBRUARY 24, 2020
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£12.99

NINE

ZACH HINES

9780062567239

MARCH 23, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

MOON KEEPER

ZOSIENKA

9780062959522

APRIL 30, 2020
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£12.99

PATRICIA MACLACHLAN

9780062940988
04 30 2020

HARDBACK

£12.99

JANE GOODALL: A 

CHAMPION OF 

CHIMPANZEES

SARAH ALBEE, GUSTAVO 

MAZALI

9780062432780

MARCH 23, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

TBH #4: TBH, IDK WHAT'S 

NEXT

LISA GREENWALD

9780062690005

MARCH 23, 2020
04 30 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

JENNIFER ESTEP

9780062797698
04 30 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

MARK LEE GARDNER

9780063011922
05 13 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

BAT AND THE END OF 

EVERYTHING

ELANA K. ARNOLD, 

CHARLES SANTOSO

9780062798459

MARCH 23, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

Jacket to 

be 

revealed



ENCHANTER'S CHILD, BOOK 

ONE: TWILIGHT HAUNTINGS

ANGIE SAGE

9780062875143

MARCH 23, 2020
HARDBACK

£12.99

WE ARE TOTALLY NORMAL

RAHUL KANAKIA

9780062865816

MARCH 23, 2020
HARDBACK

£12.99

DANNY AND THE DINOSAUR 

RIDE A BIKE

SYD HOFF

9780062410559

MARCH 23, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

PETE THE CAT 5-MINUTE 

BEDTIME STORIES

JAMES DEAN, KIMBERLY 

DEAN

9780062953346

MAY 14, 2020
HARDBACK

£9.99

THROWBACK

PETER LERANGIS

9780062406392

MAY 14, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

COREY ANN HAYDU

9780062689818
05 14 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

ANN PATCHETT, ROBIN 

PREISS GLASSER

9780062883391
05 14 2020

HARDBACK

£12.99



NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC



SO COOL: FROGS

CRISPIN BOYER

9781426337406

APRIL 30, 2020
HARDBACK

£6.99

SO CUTE: PENGUINS

CRISPIN BOYER

9781426337420

APRIL 30, 2020
HARDBACK

£6.99

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

KIDS LITTLE KIDS FIRST 

BOARD BOOK: DINOSAURS

RUTH MUSGRAVE

9781426336966

APRIL 30, 2020
BOARD BOOK

£6.99

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

KIDS LITTLE KIDS FIRST 

BOARD BOOK: THINGS THAT 

GO

RUTH MUSGRAVE

9781426336980

APRIL 30, 2020
BOARD BOOK

£6.99

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

KIDS INFOPEDIA 2021

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

KIDS

9781426339400

MAY 07, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

EXPLORER ACADEMY FIELD 

JOURNAL

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, 

KIDS

9781426336843

MAY 14, 2020
HARDBACK

£8.99

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

READER – LAS ABEJAS (L2)

LAURA MARSH

9781426337321

MAY 14, 2020
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£4.90

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

READER – DE SEMILLA A 

PLANTA (L1)

KRISTIN BAIRD RATTINI

9781426337291

MAY 14, 2020
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£4.90

ROCKS AND MINERALS 

STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, 

KIDS

9781426337376

MAY 14, 2020
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£6.99

NGK ULTIMATE U.S. ROAD 

TRIP ATLAS (2020 UPDATE)

CRISPIN BOYER

9781426337031

MAY 14, 2020
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£6.99



DOGGY DEFENDERS: CADI 

THE FARM DOG

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, 

KIDS

9781426336799

MAY 14, 2020
HARDBACK

£9.99

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

READERS – WHALES (PRE-

READER)

JENNIFER SZYMANSKI

9781426337130

MAY 14, 2020
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£4.50

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 

READERS – A ZEBRA’S DAY 

(PRE-READER)

AUBRE ANDRUS

9781426337178

MAY 14, 2020
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£4.50



HCCP



BEAUTIFUL ARRANGEMENT

BETH WISEMAN

9780310357179

APRIL 07, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

BENEATH THE SUMMER SUN

KELLY IRVIN

9780310360063

APRIL 14, 2020
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

BEYOND AWKWARD SIDE 

HUGS

BRONWYN LEA

9781400215003

MAY 04, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

LISA WHITTLE

9780310118800
05 09 2020

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£33.99

MEMORY THIEF

LAUREN MANSY

9780310767565

MAY 12, 2020
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

SURPRISED BY THE VOICE 

OF GOD

JACK S. DEERE

9780310108153

APRIL 30, 2020
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£12.99

WHY I AM STILL SURPRISED 

BY THE POWER OF THE 

SPIRIT

JACK S. DEERE

9780310108115

MARCH 31, 2020
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£12.99

SARA HAGERTY, LAUREN 

CHANDLER

9780310357001
04 28 2020

HARDBACK

£14.99

ANSLEY'S BIG BAKE OFF

KAITLYN PITTS, CAMRYN 

PITTS, OLIVIA PITTS

9780310769606

APRIL 07, 2020
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

BEGINNER'S BIBLE MY BIBLE 

FRIENDS

ZONDERVAN

9780310731047

APRIL 07, 2020
BOARD BOOK

£6.99



BERENSTAIN BEARS GOD 

LOVES THE ANIMALS

JAN BERENSTAIN, MIKE 

BERENSTAIN

9780310769583

MARCH 23, 2020
BOARD BOOK

£6.99

GRACE FROM THE RUBBLE

JEANNE BISHOP

9780310357674

APRIL 14, 2020
WITH DUST JACKET

£18.99

DRIVE

KELLEY EARNHARDT 

MILLER, BETH CLARK

9780785229308

MAY 06, 2020
WITH DUST JACKET

£17.99

FIONA, IT'S BEDTIME

RICHARD COWDREY, 

ZONDERVAN

9780310767558

APRIL 07, 2020
WITH DUST JACKET

£12.99

FLIGHT RISK

CARA C. PUTMAN

9780785233275

APRIL 20, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

JOY OF FALLING

LINDSAY HARREL

9780785230007

MAY 10, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

MALE VS. MAN

DONDRÉ T.  WHITFIELD

9780310357131

APRIL 07, 2020
WITH DUST JACKET

£18.99

MONEY HACKERS

DANIEL P. SIMON

9781400216604

APRIL 20, 2020
WITH DUST JACKET

£18.99

JACKIE FRENCH

9780732298524
05 14 2020

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

MY FAME, HIS FAME

THANN BENNETT

9780785231776

MAY 14, 2020
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£12.99



GITA AND YOU

SHEILA DHIR

9789353573263

OCTOBER 10, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

KAYA'S JOURNEY

MILA KAHLON

9789353573225

OCTOBER 05, 2019
HARDBACK

£10.99

MY NAME IS TANI & I 

BELIEVE IN MIRACLES

TANI ADEWUMI

9780310112457

MAY 15, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

MY NAME IS TANI . . . AND I 

BELIEVE IN MIRACLES 

YOUNG READER

TANITOLUWA ADEWUMI, 

CRAIG BORLASE

9781400218295

MAY 14, 2020
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£10.99

GARY M. BURGE, GENE L. 

GREEN

9780310100478
DVD VIDEO

£38.99

NEW TESTAMENT IN 

ANTIQUITY, 2ND EDITION

GARY M. BURGE, GENE L. 

GREEN

9780310531326

APRIL 14, 2020
HARDBACK

£40.00

ON THE BRIGHT SIDE

MELANIE SHANKLE, JEN 

HATMAKER

9780310358398

FEBRUARY 25, 2020
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£12.99

SOCIALITE

J'NELL CIESIELSKI

9780785233527

MAY 14, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

SPEAK LOVE

ANNIE F. DOWNS, JAMIE 

GRACE

9780310769408

APRIL 07, 2020
WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

£12.99

STARS OF ALABAMA

SEAN DIETRICH

9780785231325

APRIL 20, 2020
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

Jacket to 

be 

revealed



JON ACUFF

9780310110118
05 23 2020

HARDBACK

£12.99

SYNAPSE

STEVEN JAMES

9780785225270

MAY 14, 2020
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

THIS IS WHERE YOUR 

HEALING BEGINS

NIGEL MUMFORD

9780785233169

MAY 14, 2020
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£10.99

MY FAVOURITE BIBLE 

STORIES

KELLY-JADE NICHOLLS

9780008365424

MAY 14, 2020
HARDBACK

£14.99


